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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT 

 
NORWALK HARBOR KEEPER, and  : Civil No. 3 :18CV00091(SRU) 
FRED KRUPP,    : 
      : 

Plaintiffs.    : 
      : 

v.    : 
      : 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF  : 
TRANSPORTATION, et al.   : 
      :  

Defendants.    : October 16, 2018 
 
 

THE FTA DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF THE 
FTA DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

 
Defendants United States Department of Transportation, Elaine L. Chao, in 

her capacity as Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation, the 

Federal Transit Administration, and Matthew Welbes, in his capacity as Executive 

Director of the Federal Transit Administration (collectively, "FTA" or "Federal 

Defendants"), by their attorney, John H. Durham, United States Attorney for the 

District of Connecticut, respectfully submit this memorandum of law in support of 

the Federal Defendants' motion for summary judgment, pursuant to Rule 56 of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Rule 56 of the District of Connecticut Local 

Rules of Civil Procedure, in this action brought under the Administrative Procedure 

Act, 5 U.S.C. § 704 ("APA") and the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), 42 

U.S.C. § 4321 et seq. For reasons explained below, Plaintiffs Norwalk Harbor Keeper 

and Fred Krupp ("Plaintiffs") failed to demonstrate FTA’s Finding of No Significant 

Impact ("FONSI"), which incorporates by reference the Environmental Assessment 

("EA"), of the Walk Bridge Replacement Project was arbitrary, capricious, or not in 
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accordance with the law. Accordingly, the Court should grant Federal Defendants’ 

motion for summary judgment. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiff Norwalk Harbor Keeper is a Connecticut nonprofit corporation. 

Plaintiffs’ Complaint, ECF Doc. 1, ¶13. Plaintiff Fred Krupp is a member of Norwalk 

Harbor Keeper, President of its Board of Directors, Norwalk resident, rider of the 

Metro-North Railroad, and a life-long member of the Maritime Rowing Club. Doc. 1, 

¶¶17 – 18. Plaintiffs contend that the FTA acted arbitrarily and capriciously in 

conducting an environmental review pursuant to NEPA in connection with the 

replacement of the Norwalk Railroad Bridge, which runs over the Norwalk River in 

Norwalk, Connecticut ("Walk Bridge"). Plaintiffs' main complaint is that the 

environmental analysis was inadequate because "in selecting a bridge design [the 

Federal Defendants] failed to consider the reasonable alternative of a fixed bridge at the 

level of the existing bridge." Doc. 1, ¶7. Plaintiffs state in their Complaint that their 

"objective...in this litigation, is not to stop the replacement of the Walk Bridge but to 

cause Defendants to study the reasonable design alterative of a lower cost, more 

resilient, and more environmentally-compatible Existing Level Fixed Bridge." Doc. 1, 

¶10. 

Plaintiffs also contend the Federal Defendants engaged "in unlawful 

segmentation" by "arbitrarily excluding" from the Walk Bridge Replacement Project 

environmental analysis a "study of connected and related infrastructure work." Doc. 1, 

¶100. 

The FTA’s Administrative Record ("Record") rebuts Plaintiffs’ contentions. The 

Record shows the FTA exceeded its obligation to take a "hard look" at environmental 
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consequences of the proposed activity. The Record shows FTA provided multiple 

opportunities for public comment, considered all relevant factors, conducted reasonable 

analyses, and made good faith decisions at every stage of the environmental review. 

The FONSI, which incorporated the EA, satisfies NEPA’s procedural requirements. The 

Record demonstrates FTA did not act arbitrarily and capriciously in conducting the 

environmental review under NEPA, and the Court, therefore, should grant summary 

judgment in favor of the Federal Defendants. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

A. NEPA 

NEPA contains no private right of action. Lujan v. National Wildlife Fed'n, 497 

U.S. 871, 882 (1990).  Thus, a party's usual avenue for review, as in this case, is the 

Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706. Id. 

Review of an agency's decision under NEPA is controlled by the narrow and 

highly deferential "arbitrary and capricious" standard of the APA. See Nat 'l Audubon 

Soc. V. Hoffman, 132 F.3d 7, 14 (2d Cir. 1997); 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). "To make this 

[arbitrary and capricious] finding the court must consider whether the decision was 

based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear error 

of judgment." Citizens to Pres. Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971). 

While a court's review under the APA should be "searching and careful," it is not de 

novo. Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378 (1989). The 

arbitrary and capricious standard prohibits a court from "substitut[ing] its judgment for 

that of the agency as to the environmental consequences of its actions." Kleppe v. 

Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390, 410 n. 21 (1976). In conducting its review, the district court 

is "relegated to affirming the agency's decision so long as a rational basis is presented 
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for the decision reached." Sierra Club v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs, 772 F.2d 1043, 

1050 (2d Cir. 1985). This Court has explained an agency decision will not be found 

arbitrary and capricious unless the agency "has relied on factors which Congress had 

not intended it to consider, entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the 

problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs counter to the evidence before 

the agency, or is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or 

the product of agency expertise," Nat'l Post Office Collaborate v. Donahoe, Civil No. 

3:13cv1406 (JBA), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165369, 2014 WL 6686691, at *6 (D. 

Conn., Nov. 26, 2014)(citing Nat'l Ass'n of Home Builders v. Defenders of Wildlife, 

551 U.S. 644, 658 (2007), which quoted Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm 

Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983)). 

Under NEPA, plaintiffs are limited to challenging, and the court to reviewing, 

the agency's decision making process, not the agency’s decision. See Kleppe, 427 U.S. 

at 410 n.21 (1976)("Neither the statute nor its legislative history contemplates that a 

court should substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the environmental 

consequences of its actions."); Strycker's Bay Neighborhood Council v. Karlen, 444 

U.S. 223, 227-28 (1980) (court "cannot interject itself into the area of [agency] 

discretion."). The Court's role is to ensure that NEPA's procedural requirements have 

been satisfied. Fund for Animals v. Kempthorne, 538 F.3d 124, 137 (2d Cir. 

2008)(citing Kleppe, 427 U.S. at 410 n.21) (Court's role is to ensure agency took a hard 

look at environmental consequences)). The “only role" for a court in applying the 

arbitrary and capricious standard in the NEPA context "is to insure that the agency 

has taken a 'hard look' at environmental consequences." National Resources 

Defense Council v. United States Army Corps of Eng’rs, 399 F.Supp. 2d 386, 399 
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(S.D.N.Y. 2005) (citing Kleppe, 427 U.S. at 410, n.21). If the agency took a "hard 

look" at the environmental consequences of the proposed action, then the agency 

did not act in an arbitrary or capricious manner. Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. Natural 

Resources Defense Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 97-98 (1983). 

When reviewing factual determinations by an agency under NEPA, a court 

"must generally be at its most deferential." Id. at 103; see also Nat'l Audubon Soc' y, 

132 F.3d at 19 (role of reviewing court is to ensure NEPA compliance without 

infringing upon the agency's decisions in areas where it has expertise); WildEarth 

Guardians v. Jewell, 738 F.3d 298, 312 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (because the NEPA process 

"involves an almost endless series of judgment calls ... [t]he line drawing decisions...are 

vested in the agencies, not the courts") (quoting Duncan's Point Lot Owners Ass'n, Inc. 

v. F.E.R.C., 522 F.3d 371, 376 (D.C. Cir. 2008)). See also Bear Lake Watch, Inc. v. 

F.E.R.C., 324 F.3d 1071, 1077 (9th Cir. 2003) (court defers to agency expertise unless 

agency has "completely failed to address some factor, consideration of which was essential 

to a truly informed decision")(quoting Inland Empire Pub. Lands Council v. Schultz, 992 

F.2d 977, 981 (9th Cir. 1993)).  

"A court is not to ask whether a regulatory decision is the best one possible or 

even whether it is better than the alternatives."" F.E.R.C. v. Elec. Power Supply 

Ass' n, 136 S.Ct. 760, 782 (2016). Rather, a court evaluates "whether the decision 

was based on a 'consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a 

clear error of judgment."' Friends of the Ompompanoosuc v. F.E.R.C., 968 F.2d 

1549, 1553 (2d Cir. 1992)(quoting Allegheny Elec. Coop. Inc. v. F.E.R.C., 922 F.2d 

73, 80 (2d Cir. 1990), cert denied, 502 U.S. 810 (1991)); see also Central Hudson 

Gas & Elec. Corp. v. F.E.R.C., 783 F.3d 92, 108 (2d Cir. 2015)(same). "NEPA 
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merely prohibits uninformed - rather than unwise - agency action." Robertson v. Methow 

Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 351 (1989). 

This Court has stated that its "[j]udicial review is guided by the 'rule of reason,' 

which assesses whether NEPA review 'has been compiled in good faith and sets forth 

sufficient information to enable the decision-maker to consider fully the environmental 

factors involved and to make a reasoned decision after balancing the risks of harm to 

the environment against the benefits to be derived from the proposed action, as well as 

to make a reasoned choice between alternatives." Nat'l Post Office Collaborate v. 

Donahoe, Civil No. 3: 13cv1406 (JBA), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165369 *22, 2014 WL 

6686691, at *7 (D. Conn., Nov. 26, 2014) (citing Suffolk Cnty. v. Sec'y of Interior, 562 

F.2d 1368, 1375 (2d Cir. 1977)); see also Department of Transportation v. Public 

Citizen, 541 U.S. 752, 767 (2009). 

The Agency's findings of fact, if supported by substantial evidence, are 

conclusive. Ompompanoosuc, 968 F.2d at 1554 (citing 16 U.S.C. § 825(b)(1988)). 

Because substantial evidence is more than a scintilla, but less than a preponderance 

of the evidence, the possibility that different conclusions may be drawn from the 

same evidence does not prevent an agency's finding from being supported by 

substantial evidence. See Fund for Animals v. Kempthorne, 538 F.3d 124, 132 (2d 

Cir. 2008) (a court must be reluctant to alter an agency decision based on disputed 

technical facts). 

An alleged violation of NEPA is not evidence of "per se" irreparable harm. See 

Wisconsin v. Weinberger, 745 F.2d 412, 426-28 (7th Cir. 1984) (overturning district 

court decision to issue an injunction on an alleged NEPA violation because "failure to 

balance the weight of the alleged NEPA violation against the harm the injunction would 
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cause the Navy and to the country's defense.") 

B. SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

In a motion for summary judgment, the burden is on the moving party to establish 

that there are no genuine issues of material fact in dispute and that the moving party is 

entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 56; Anderson v. Liberty 

Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 256 (1986). Under the APA, the scope of the court's review is 

limited to the agency's administrative record. Florida Power & Light Co. v. Lorion, 470 

U.S. 729, 743 (1985); Camp v. Pitts, 411 U.S. 138, 142 (1973). The administrative 

record should document all the relevant considerations leading up to the agency's final 

decision. See 5 U.S.C. § 706 (Court shall review "whole record" that was before the 

agency at the time of its decision). The FTA’s Administrative Record in this case "was 

filed with the Court on August 1, 2018. Doc. #28 - 31. Because the Court's review is 

limited to the Record, there are no disputes as to material facts.  See Camp v. Pitts, 411 

U.S. 138, 142 (1973) (per curiam) (judicial review under the APA is based on "the 

administrative record already in existence, not some new record made initially in the 

reviewing court"). The motion for summary judgment, therefore, turns only on 

questions of law. A court must grant summary judgment if the nonmoving party "has 

failed to make a sufficient showing on an essential element of her case with respect to 

which she has the burden of proof," then summary judgment is appropriate. Celotex 

Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986). 

STATUTORY AND REGULATORY BACKGROUND 

A. THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT 

Congress enacted the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, ("NEPA"), 42 

U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq., to ensure that federal agencies examine and disclose the potential 
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environmental impacts of projects before allowing them to proceed. See Robertson, 490 

U.S. at 349 (NEPA "ensures that the agency, in reaching its decision, will have 

available, and will carefully consider, detailed information concerning significant 

environmental impacts."); Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co, 462 U.S. at 97; Kleppe, 427 

U.S. at 409 n.21; 40 C.F.R. § 1500.l(b) (2001) ("NEPA procedures must insure that 

environmental information is available to public officials and citizens before decisions 

are made and before actions are taken."). 

To fulfill NEPA's requirements, an agency must complete one of three 

actions: (a) prepare an environmental impact statement ("EIS"); (2) prepare an 

environmental assessment ("EA"); or (3) deem the action categorically excluded 

("CE"). 23 CFR 771.115. The three actions are not mutually exclusive. For 

example, an agency may complete an EA to decide if it needs to complete an EIS.  

It is a requirement that an agency complete an EIS for "major federal actions 

significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." 42 U.S.C. 4332(c); See 

Federal Defendants’ Local Rule 56(a)1 Statement, attached hereto ("56(a)1"), at ¶1. 

"If, at the outset, an agency is unsure about the potential environmental impact of a 

project or believes that there will be no significant impact, it prepares an environmental 

assessment or EA, which examines the environmental aspects of the project in less 

detailed terms than an EIS." Pogliani v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs, 306 F.3d 1235, 

1237 (2d Cir. 2002) (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1501.4(b) (2001)). 

The EA determines whether a federal action has the potential to cause significant 

environmental effects. The EA is a "concise public document" that "[b]riefly provides 

sufficient evidence and analysis for determining whether to prepare an environmental 

impact statement or a finding of no significant impact." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9(a) (2001). 
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The EA "shall include brief discussions of the need for the proposal, of alternatives, of 

the environmental impacts of the proposed action and alternatives, and a listing of 

agencies and persons consulted." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9(b); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.3(b) 

(2001). 

An EIS, and an EA to a lesser extent, must consider alternative courses of 

action. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. Where, as here, an EA rather than an EIS has been 

prepared, the discussion of alternatives need only be "brief." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9; see 

also Friends of Ompompanoosuc v. F.E.R.C., 968 F.2d 1549, 1558 (2d Cir. 1992) 

("[T]he range of alternatives an agency must consider is narrower when, as here, the 

agency has found that a project will not have a significant environmental impact."). 

The agency must involve the public in the NEPA review process and consider 

the views of other interested federal, state, and local entities in making its decision. 

See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C); 40 C.F.R. § 1506.6 (2001). Public involvement is an 

integral part of NEPA. Id. at 349. NEPA regulations do not, however, require public 

notice at the outset of the EA process nor do they require public scoping or notice of 

scoping. 23 CFR  771.119(b). See 56(a)1¶3, 4. Public scoping is an early and open 

process for determining the scope of issues the agency will address and for identifying 

the significant issues related to a proposed action. 40 C.F.R. § 1501.7; 40 C.F.R. § 

1508.25. 56(a)1 ¶5. Scoping is a process, not a meeting or event. 56(a)1 ¶6. NEPA 

regulations do not require formal scoping for EAs. 40 CFR 1501.7; 40 C.F.R. §1508.25; 

23 CFR 771.119(d). 56(a)1 ¶4. If FTA choses to conduct scoping in preparation of an 

EA, the scoping process is substantially less formal than EIS scoping. 56(a)1 ¶7. FTA 

regulations contemplate that the scoping process will refine the purpose and need 

statement as well as alternatives. 56(a)1 ¶10. 
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FTA’s NEPA implementing regulations require the EA be made available for 

public inspection at appropriate agency offices and a notice advising the public of 

the availability of the EA be published. 23 C.F.R. § 771.119(d), (f). FTA’s NEPA 

implementing regulations state that circulating an EA and holding a public hearing 

or meeting is optional. 23 C.F.R. § 771.119(d), (f). 56(a)1 ¶14. When a project 

sponsor chooses to hold a public hearing for the project, the EA must be available 

for at least 15 days prior to the hearing. 23 C.F.R. § 771.119(e). FTA’s NEPA 

regulations require a 30-day comment period after the EA is available for public 

inspection. 23 C.F.R. § 771.119(e)-(f). 56(a)1 ¶15. 

If, upon completion of the EA, the agency determines that the proposed 

action will have no significant environmental impact, it may prepare a FONSI, and 

then proceed to start the project. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1501.4(c)-(e), 1508.13. 23 C.F.R. § 

771.121(a). A FONSI must "briefly present[s] the reasons why an action...will not 

have a significant impact on the human environment." 40 C.F.R § 1508.13 (1987). 

See also 40 C.F.R. §§ 1501.4(e). A FONSI incorporates the EA. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.13. 

NEPA regulations require a project sponsor respond to substantive comments on 

an EA by one of the following means: modify alternatives included in the proposed 

action; develop and evaluate alternatives not previously given serious consideration; 

supplement, improve, or modify its analyses; make factual corrections; or explain why 

the comments do not warrant further FTA response, citing the sources, authorities, or 

reasons which support FTA’s position and, if appropriate, indicate those circumstances 

that would trigger FTA reappraisal or further response. 40 C.F.R. § 1503.4(b). 56(a)1 

¶16. FTA does not prescribe the format for responding to comments. FTA regulations 

contemplate that one potential format of response includes summarizing comments by 
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themes. 56(a)1 ¶17. FTA uses the project sponsor’s responses to comments on an EA 

in making the FONSI decision and incorporates this information into the FONSI 

documentation. 56(a)1 ¶18.  

NEPA is a procedural statute. NEPA requires that an agency "withhold its 

decision to proceed with an action until it has taken a 'hard look' at the 

environmental consequences." Stewart Park & Reserve Coal., Inc. v. Slater, 352 F.3d 

545, 557 (2d Cir. 2003).  An agency takes a "hard look" when it has "adequately 

considered and disclosed the environmental impact of its actions." Balt. Gas & Elec. 

Co., 462 U.S. at 98; see also Robertson, 490 U.S. at 350 (NEPA "does not mandate 

particular results, but simply prescribes the necessary process . . . If the adverse 

environmental effects of the proposed action are adequately identified and evaluated, the 

agency is not constrained by NEPA from deciding that other values outweigh the 

environmental costs.")(citations omitted). NEPA ensures a "fully informed and 

well-considered decision, not necessarily the best decision." Theodore Roosevelt 

Conservation P'ship v. Salazar, 616 F.3d 497, 503 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (citing Vermont 

Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 435 U.S. 519, 558, 

(1978)(internal quotations omitted); see also Robertson, 490 U.S. at 350-51 (NEPA 

merely prohibits uninformed, rather than unwise, agency action).  

B. THE CONNECTICUT ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT 

The Connecticut Environmental Policy Act ("CEPA") establishes environmental 

policy for the State of Connecticut. Conn. Gen. Stat. §22a-la - 22a-lh. CEPA requires a 

Connecticut State Agency to identify and evaluate the possible impacts of proposed 

State actions that could potentially affect the natural environment. CEPA regulations 

require that the State department conduct early public scoping in order to gather 
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relevant information and comments from other State agencies and the public before 

deciding to prepare an Environmental Impact Evaluation ("EIE"). Conn. Gen. Stat. § 

22a–1b(b). An EIE is a detailed written evaluation of the potential environmental 

impacts of the proposed State agency's action. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 22a–1b(c).  

Once the sponsoring state agency for the proposed action has completed the EIE, it is 

then made available for public review and written comment, pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. § 

22a–1d and Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies ("R.C.S.A.") § 22a-1a-8(c). After 

expiration of the review and comment period, the sponsoring agency issues a Record of 

Decision ("ROD") and the EIE is submitted to the Connecticut Office of Policy and 

Management ("CTOPM") for review and determination of whether the EIE satisfies the 

requirements of CEPA, pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. Conn. Gen. Stat §§ 22a–1d; 22a-1e.  

C. LAWS AND REGULATIONS REGARDING NAVIGABLE WATERWAYS 

Congress delegates to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("USACE") and the 

United States Coast Guard ("USCG") responsibility for maintaining, protecting and 

regulating the United States’ system of harbors and waterways as part of the nation's 

transportation system. 33 U.S.C. § 401; 33 U.S.C. § 403; 33 U.S.C. § 408; 33 U.S.C. § 

502; 33 U.S.C. § 525. The Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act of 1899, as amended, 

33 U.S.C. § 401 ("Rivers and Harbors Act"), and the General Bridge Act of 1946, 33 

U.S.C. § 525, preserve the public right of navigation and prevent interference with 

interstate and foreign commerce. 

Section 9 of the Rivers and Harbors Act prohibits construction of any bridge 

across a navigable water of the United States without Congressional consent and 

approval of the plans by the USACE. 33 U.S.C. § 401; Chapter 425, March 3, 1899; 30 

Stat. 1151. The Rivers and Harbors Act requires that "[n]o bridge erected or maintained 
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under provisions of sections 491-498 of this Title, shall at any time unreasonably 

obstruct the free navigation of the waterway of which it is constructed." 33 U.S.C. § 

494. Section 14 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 gives the USACE the 

responsibility for issuing a Section 408 permit for any alteration. 33 U.S.C. § 408. The 

USACE is responsible for protecting the "public interest," which USACE regulations 

define to include navigation. 33 C.F.R. § 320.4.  

The Rivers and Harbors Act delegates to the USCG responsibility for maintaining 

navigation clearances provided by any bridge or other structure on the waterway. 33 

U.S.C. § 502. The General Bridge Act of 1946, which superseded Section 9 of the 

Rivers and Harbors Act, delegates to the USCG responsibility for the review and 

approval of bridges over a navigable waterway. 33 U.S.C. § 525.  

The USCG Bridge Administration Program reviews and approves bridges over 

navigable waterways. 56(a)1 ¶19. The mission of the USCG Bridge Administration 

Program is to protect the freedom of navigation. 56(a)1 ¶19. "The decision as to 

whether a bridge permit...will be issued...must rest primarily upon the effect of the 

proposed action on navigation to assure that the action provides for the reasonable needs 

of navigation after full consideration of the effect of the proposed action on the human 

environment." 33 C.F.R. § 114.10. The USCG Bridge Program published a 

"Reasonable Needs of Navigation White Paper" in October 2012 to provide an 

overview of the elements the USCG considers when making a determination based 

on the reasonable needs of navigation. 56(a)1 ¶20. The USCG considers several 

factors when determining "the reasonable needs of navigation," including: existing 

commercial and recreational users; existing minimum vertical clearances of other bridges 

upstream and downstream of the proposed bridge site; type and size of vessels utilizing 
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the waterway; impact on present and prospective upstream commercial activity; whether 

the proposed bridge completely obstructs the passage of existing waterway users; if the 

proposed bridge will establish a new navigational limiting factor (meaning it will be the 

most restrictive structure across the waterway); and if the proposed bridge impacts 

USACE ability to transit the bridge in a federal project channel. 33 C.F.R. § l15.50(h); 

33 C.F.R. § 115.60(c); 33 C.F.R. § 116.01; 56(a)1 ¶21. The USCG has a duty "to ensure 

the public right of navigation is preserved while maintaining a reasonable balance 

between the competing needs of land and waterborne modes of transportation." 56(a)1 

¶22; 33 C.F.R. § 116.01 ("all bridges are obstructions to navigation are tolerated as long 

as they serve the needs of land transportation while allowing for the reasonable needs of 

navigation."). The USCG determines "[t]he reasonable balance is attained by ensuring 

land and water modes can travel unencumbered with minimal delay to both modes." 

56(a)1 ¶22. The USCG does not take into account cost of the project when determining 

the level of impact on navigation. 56(a)1 ¶23. 

The Rivers and Harbors Act states that review and approval of the construction 

or alteration of a bridge under NEPA "shall, to the maximum extent practicable, 

occur concurrently with any review and decisions made under [NEPA]." 33 U.S. 

§408(b)(l). The USCG directs agencies who plan to seek a bridge permit to conduct 

a navigational evaluation to determine the current and prospective navigation on a 

waterway. 56(a)1 ¶25.The USCG Bridge Program therefore coordinates with federal 

agencies, such as the FTA, early in the bridge permitting process to ensure the 

agencies address most, if not all, potential issues before an application is submitted 

to the Coast Guard. 56(a)1 ¶24. 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. The Federal Transit Administration 

The FTA is a grant-making agency within the U.S. Department of 

Transportation. Chapter 53 of Title 49 authorizes the Secretary of Transportation to 

make grants or loans to assist states and local agencies in financing the planning, 

development, and improvement of mass transportation facilities. 49 U.S.C. § 5301. 

Under various sections of the statute, Congress makes funds available for capital and 

operating assistance in support of local mass transportation programs. See, e.g., 49 

U.S.C. §§ 5307 and 5309. The FTA administers the statutory program. 49 U.S.C. § 

5301. The aim of the statute is to assist localities in solving their transit problems. See, 

e.g., Pullman, Inc. v. Volpe, 337 F. Supp. 432 (E.D. Pa. 1971). FTA provides federal 

financing to local transit systems, which are entrusted with making decisions on the 

details of projects that received federal funding under Chapter 53. Id. at 438-39. 

Under the FTA program, prospective recipients submit applications for funding of 

eligible projects. Prior to approving a grant, the FTA ensures that various statutory and 

regulatory prerequisites are met, including the requirements enumerated in NEPA. Title II 

of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4341-4347, established the Council on Environmental Quality 

("CEQ"), which has promulgated regulations governing agency compliance with NEPA and 

has established uniform procedures for all federal agencies to use in determining whether, 

when, and how to prepare an EA. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1500-1517. Additionally, federal agencies 

are directed to adopt their own supplemental procedures as necessary. 40 C.F.R. § 1507.3(a). 

In response to this directive, the FTA, in conjunction with the Federal Highway 

Administration, promulgated regulations at 23 C.F.R. § 771.101-771.137 to implement 

NEPA and the CEQ procedures. 
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FTA is the Lead Federal Agency for the environmental review of the Walk 

Bridge Replacement Project, and is responsible for NEPA compliance and issuance of a 

finding relating to anticipated environmental impacts of the Walk Bridge Replacement 

Project. 56(a)1 ¶26.  

B. Connecticut Department of Transportation 

The Connecticut Department of Transportation ("CTDOT") is responsible for all 

capital improvements on the New Haven Line of the Metro-North Railroad commuter 

service (''NHL") within Connecticut. 56(a)1 ¶27. The NHL's right-of-way and physical 

infrastructure within Connecticut, including the Walk Bridge, are owned by the State of 

Connecticut and maintained by CTDOT. 56(a)1 ¶28. 

CTDOT is the Sponsoring Agency for the Walk Bridge Replacement Project. 

56(a)1 ¶30. CTDOT is responsible for preparing the environmental review 

document in compliance with NEPA and CEPA and other federal and state 

regulations and policies. 56(a)1 ¶30. In addition to coordinating with FTA regarding 

compliance with NEPA, CTDOT coordinates with CTOPM regarding compliance 

with CEPA, including preparing the Record of Decision for CTOPM's review and 

approval. 56(a)1 ¶31, 32. 

C. Overview of the Walk Bridge Replacement Project 

1. The Walk Bridge 

Walk Bridge is a swing bridge built in 1896 that spans 564 feet over the Norwalk 

River in Norwalk, Connecticut, a navigable waterway used for both recreation and 

commercial marine traffic. 56(a)1 ¶33, 36.1 The Walk Bridge carries rail traffic when 

                                                      
1 A map of the location of the Walk Bridge, as well as nearby water-dependent and waterfront users in the 
Norwalk Upper Harbor, is available in Chapter 3 of the EA/EIE. 56(a)1¶118. 
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in the closed position and swings open on a center pivot pier in the Norwalk River to 

allow upriver (northern) access to maritime traffic. 56(a)1 ¶34. When the Walk Bridge is 

in the closed position, the vertical clearance is limited to 16 feet above mean high water. 

56(a)1 ¶35. In its closed position, small watercraft such as rowboats can pass beneath 

the bridge. 56(a)1 ¶36. Recreational and commercial marine traffic that require vertical 

clearance greater than 16 feet, including tall mast sailboats and commercial barges that 

currently navigate the Norwalk River north of the Walk Bridge, cannot pass beneath the 

Walk Bridge in its closed position. 56(a)1 ¶36. The Walk Bridge swings open to allow 

taller boats to pass. 56(a)1 ¶37. When the span is in the open position, vertical 

clearance is limited to the height of the transmission lines crossing the river - 

approximately 160 feet. 56(a)1 ¶38. 

Walk Bridge is located on the NHL within Connecticut. 56(a)1 ¶39. The NHL runs 

approximately 41.5 miles northeast of Grand Central Terminal in New York City. 56(a)1 

¶40. The NHL is a four-track main line railroad constructed of continuously welded rail. 

56(a)1 ¶40. High voltage, alternating current, single-phase electricity powers the trains 

on the NHL through an overhead contact system ("OCS"). 56(a)1 ¶40. The NHL includes 

the main line and three branch lines: the New Canaan Branch, which extends north from 

Stamford to New Canaan; the Danbury Branch, which extends north from South Norwalk 

to Danbury; and the Waterbury Branch, which extends north from Milford to Waterbury. 

56(a)1 ¶40. The National Railroad Passenger Corporation ("Amtrak") also uses the NHL 

for intercity and high-speed passenger train service. 56(a)1 ¶41. The Providence & 

Worcester Railroad uses the NHL for freight service. 56(a)1 ¶42.  

Today, due to the age and deteriorating infrastructure of the NHL, trains cannot 

go as fast or carry as much weight as allowed under governing standards. 56(a)1 ¶43. 
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Although standards allow for a maximum passenger train operating speed of 80 miles 

per hour (mph), and a maximum allowable freight train speed of 60mph, there are 

several locations on the NHL with speed restrictions due to the age and deteriorating 

condition of the infrastructure. 56(a)1 ¶43. Currently, trains are prohibited from 

traveling over 45 mph while crossing Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶43. Other factors affecting 

train speeds include track curvature and interlocking. 56(a)1 ¶43. The North American 

rail network's standard shipment weight, which applies across North America, is 

286,000 pounds per car, and in some markets, the standard has expanded to a gross 

carload weight of 315,000 pounds. 56(a)1 ¶44. Railroads that do not meet these 

standards cannot operate large or fully loaded railcars, resulting in higher shipping costs. 

56(a)1 ¶44. The NHL, including Walk Bridge, currently has a weight limit for freight 

shipments of 263,000 pounds per car. 56(a)1 ¶44. 

In light of the aging railroad infrastructure throughout Connecticut, CTDOT 

initiated a Statewide Transportation Improvement Program ("STIP"), which includes a 

multi-year transportation planning document. 56(a)1 ¶45. The Connecticut State Rail 

Plan identifies the NHL as a priority segment for upgrade to a 286,000-pound freight 

limit to promote economic growth, reduce fuel use, and reduce truck traffic on the state's 

highway system. 56(a)1 ¶46. The STIP includes upgrading catenary, tracks, 

interlocking, dockyards, stations and various other railroad infrastructure in Connecticut. 

The STIP also proposed repair or replacement of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶47. 

The deteriorating condition of the hundred-plus-year-old Walk Bridge has led to 

increasing failures of bridge service, which disrupt both train service and marine traffic. 

56(a)1 ¶48; 79 Federal Register 41644 (July 17, 2014). The Walk Bridge failed to open 

or close dozens of times between 2011 and 2014. 56(a)1 ¶49. In May and June 2014, the 
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Walk Bridge failed to close twice within a two-week span, affecting thousands of rail 

commuters. 56(a)1 ¶__. As a result of these failures, in July 2014, the USCG issued a 

temporary deviation from the Walk Bridge operating schedule to allow the bridge to 

open only after an eight-hour advance notice under a revised operating schedule. 79 

Federal Register 41644 (July 17, 2014); 56(a)1 ¶51. 

2. Federal Grant Requests for the Walk Bridge Replacement Program 

In response to Walk Bridge failures, CTDOT began the process of rehabilitating or 

replacing the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶52. CTDOT hired HNTB, an engineering firm, to 

develop and evaluate alternative designs for replacing or rehabilitating the bridge. 56(a)1 

¶53. CTDOT also applied for and was approved to receive a federal FTA grant to support 

rehabilitating or replacing the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶54. 

The Walk Bridge Replacement Project scope encompasses the replacement of 

the Walk Bridge, removal and relocation of electricity transmission towers, removal 

and replacement of communication cables, replacement of one-half mile of tracks and 

ballast, replacement of overhead catenary, and the nearby Fort Point Bridge 

replacement project. 56(a)1 ¶55. 

November 5, 2014, USDOT and FTA announced the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project would also be allocated funds through the Disaster Relief 

Appropriations Act of 2013 (PLl 13-2), which made funds available for projects that 

will reduce the risk of damage from future disasters on public transportation 

systems impacted by Hurricane Sandy. 56(a)1 ¶56. 

3. Walk Bridge Replacement Project Early Agency and Public Scoping  

CTDOT and HNTB began holding bi-weekly Walk Bridge Replacement Project 

Design Meetings on September 3, 2014. 56(a)1 ¶59. At the first meeting, CTDOT and 
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HNTB discussed the need for coordination with the USCG and the Connecticut 

Department of Energy and Environmental Protection ("CTDEEP"). 56(a)1 ¶60. HNTB 

and CTDOT agreed  that USCG coordination on the Walk Bridge Replacement Project 

would be critical, and would drive design, permitting and construction activities. 

56(a)1 ¶57, 59-60. 

September 23, 2014, CTDOT met with the USCG. 56(a)1 ¶61. The purpose of 

the meeting was to introduce the project to the USCG and outline permitting and 

approval requirements. 56(a)1 ¶62. CTDOT stated at the meeting that having "USCG 

initial input is vital to the development of feasible alternatives that will meet goals of 

the project, including addressing the needs of navigation both during construction and 

once the new bridge is placed into service." 56(a)1 ¶63. At the September 23, 2014 

meeting, CTDOT informed the USCG of the current navigation trends on the Norwalk 

River. 56(a)1 ¶64. CTDOT informed the USCG that a number of vessels on the 

Norwalk River north of the Walk Bridge, such as boats used by rowers, have the ability 

to pass beneath the bridge without requiring an opening. 56(a)1 ¶64. CTDOT also 

informed USCG that several sailboats and tugs that regularly navigate the Norwalk 

River north of the Walk Bridge require bridge openings. 56(a)1 ¶64. CTDOT provided 

the USCG with the names of the commercial waterway users located north of the Walk 

Bridge that require bridge openings: Devine Brothers, Amboy Buchanan, and United 

Marine. 56(a)1 ¶65. 

At the September 2014 meeting, the USCG informed CTDOT that any 

temporary or final structure bridge would require a USCG Bridge Permit. 56(a)1 ¶70. 

The USCG informed CTDOT that the USCG is primarily interested in meeting the 

safety and needs of navigation, including the clearances provided by the movable span. 
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56(a)1 ¶71. The USCG also informed CTDOT, "in establishing horizontal and vertical 

clearances for replacement options, any span configuration should not reduce the 

clearances currently provided by the swing span." 56(a)1 ¶72. The USCG further 

indicated that, "60 feet above mean high water is generally the starting point for 

establishing vertical clearance for a new span." 56(a)1 ¶73. The I-95 Bridge north or 

upstream of the Walk Bridge was referenced as possessing this vertical clearance. 

56(a)1 ¶74. The USCG also commented that it would be reasonable in establishing 

vertical clearances "to best meet the needs of navigation." 56(a)1 ¶75. 

CTDOT commissioned a navigation study of the Norwalk River near the Walk 

Bridge ("Navigation Study") as part of the development and evaluation of feasible bridge 

replacement alternatives. 56(a)1 ¶76. CTDOT and FTA used the Navigation Study to 

coordinate with the USCG to establish navigation clearances for the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project. 56(a)1 ¶77. In compiling information for the Navigation Study, 

CTDOT followed the USCG Navigation Needs Assessment outlined in the USCG 

White Paper on Reasonable Needs of Navigation. 56(a)1 ¶78. The Navigation Study 

found that replacement of the Walk Bridge requires a USCG Bridge permit. 56(a)1 

¶79. The Navigation Study also found that the "USCG will make the determination on 

the reasonable navigation clearances that will be required," and that "active commercial 

waterway users north of Walk Bridge require openings of the existing Walk Bridge for 

the vitality of their respective businesses." 56(a)1 ¶80. The Navigation Study further 

found, based on initial consultation with the USCG, a replacement bridge should not 

reduce the clearances currently provided by the swing span and that CTDOT and FTA 

should use the I-95 crossing of the Norwalk River, with a vertical clearance of 60 feet 

above mean high water, as the basis for reasonable vertical clearance. 56(a)1 ¶81.  
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HNTB conducted meetings with waterway users in preparation of the navigation 

study. 56(a)1 ¶82. Those meetings revealed that unreliability of the current Walk 

Bridge suppressed marine traffic north of the Walk Bridge, and therefore future 

navigation could benefit from increased reliability of passage under the bridge. 56(a)1 

¶82, 87, 90. Businesses north of the Walk Bridge interviewed for the navigation study 

reported that they had lost business due to the unreliability of the Walk Bridge, and that 

their business could not be sustained if the bridge did not provide adequate clearance. 

56(a)1 ¶84-88, 90-92. One business north of the Walk Bridge, the location for the 

rower training facility and boat storage, noted the rowers would prefer a fixed bridge 

because a fixed bridge would remove commercial businesses north of the Walk Bridge 

and therefore address rower concern about having to contend with industry traffic on 

the river north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶94, 96. 

October 14, 2014, CTDOT met with USACE and CTDEEP to introduce the 

Walk Bridge Replacement Project and to outline permitting and approval requirements. 

56(a)1 ¶97. USACE stated it maintains a USACE channel north of the Walk Bridge. 

56(a)1 ¶98. USACE also stated it requires that vertical clearance over navigable 

waterways follow established USCG guidelines plus an additional height based on the 

power rating of the overhead lines. 56(a)1 ¶99. CTDEEP stated that CTDEEP permits 

will be required for approval of the structure, dredging, fill, water quality, flood 

management and coastal jurisdiction. 56(a)1 ¶100. CTDEEP also stated it would 

consult with Norwalk Harbor Management Commission ("NHMC"). 56(a)1 ¶100. 

November 21, 2014, CTDOT held a Navigation Coordination Meeting with USACE. 

56(a)1 ¶101. USACE indicated at the meeting, "[a]s part of the USACE approvals process, 

their primary interest is in what’s best for the waterway users," and "[a]ny improvements to 
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navigation clearances is generally viewed as a benefit." 56(a)1 ¶102. 

CTDOT invited several federal and state agencies to participate in the 

development of the EA/EIE as Cooperating Agencies, including the USCG, USACE, 

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("USEPA") and the Federal Railroad 

Administration ("FRA"), and CTDEEP. 56(a)1 ¶103. USCG, as well as other agencies, 

agreed to be a Cooperating Agency. 56(a)1 ¶104. Cooperating Agencies are 

responsible for reviewing the EA/EIE, including the project's purpose and need, goals 

and objectives, and the level of detail required in the alternatives analysis. 56(a)1 ¶105. 

CTDEEP, as well as other federal, state and local agencies, agreed to participate in the 

development of the EA/EIE as Participating Agencies. 56(a)1 ¶106. Participating 

Agencies review the project’s impacts and proposed mitigation. 56(a)1 ¶106.  

CTDOT's coordination with the City of Norwalk included communication and 

meetings with various City departments and agencies, including the Norwalk Harbor 

Management Commission ("NHMC") and the Norwalk Harbormaster. 56(a)1 ¶107. 

January 6, 2015, CTDOT held a coordination meeting with the NHMC. 56(a)1 ¶108. 

CTDOT noted during the January 6th meeting that "[i]n the development of the feasible 

alternatives, strong consideration was given to the maintenance of navigation traffic 

during construction." 56(a)1 ¶109. NHMC stated that it will review all permits for the 

Walk Bridge Project, as well as facilitate communication between CTDOT and 

waterway users. 56(a)1 ¶110. 

February 10, 2015, CTDOT held a coordination meeting with the USCG. 56(a)1 

¶111. At the February 10th meeting, CTDOT presented the following information 

regarding the Walk Bridge Replacement Project: the alternatives being considered; 

current navigation, including the number of openings each month in 2013 and 2014; the 
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distributions of openings by waterway users; and potential limitations on navigation that 

construction might cause. 56(a)1 ¶112. CTDOT noted at the February 10th meeting, 

"the guide clearances provided by the USCG at the September 2014 meeting were used 

as the basis for the alternatives development." 56(a)1 ¶113. 

CTDOT published a public scoping notice on February 3, 2015. 56(a)1 ¶114. 

CTDOT held an initial scoping public comment period from February 23, 2015 through 

March 10, 2015. 56(a)1 ¶115. 

CTDOT held a public scoping meeting on February 24, 2015 at Norwalk City 

Hall to present to the public an overview of the Walk Bridge Replacement project, its 

purpose and need, potential alternatives, and the topics CTDOT expected to consider as 

part of its environmental review. 56(a)1 ¶116. At the public scoping meeting, CTDOT 

identified the purpose and need of the Walk Bridge Replacement Program as: 

The purpose of the Walk Bridge Project is to replace or rehabilitate the existing, 
deteriorated Walk Bridge so that a resilient bridge structure which will enhance 
performance and reliability of commuter and intercity passenger rail service, 
offer operational flexibility and ease of maintenance, as well as provide for 
increased capacity and efficiencies of rail transportation along the New Haven 
Line/Northeast Corridor. 
 

56(a)1 ¶117. During the February 24, 2015 meeting, representatives from industrial 

and recreational businesses located north of the Walk Bridge commented that their 

businesses rely on the navigation of the waterway under the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶118. 

Those businesses requested CTDOT not select a bridge alternative that would prevent 

the navigation of the Norwalk River north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶119. 

CTDOT held an Agency Scoping Meeting at CTDOT Headquarters in 

Newington, Connecticut, on March 5, 2015. 56(a)1 ¶120. At the Agency Scoping 

Meeting, CTDOT stated that the draft purpose and need ("Purpose and Need 
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Statement") is: 

The purpose of this project is to rehabilitate or replace the existing, deteriorated 
bridge resulting in a resilient bridge structure, which will enhance the safety and 
reliability of commuter and intercity passenger rail service, offer operational 
flexibility and ease of maintenance, as well as provide for increased capacity and 
efficiencies of rail transportation along the New Haven Line/Northeast Corridor. 
The needs of the Walk Bridge are to increase bridge reliability, incorporate bridge 
redundancy, and provide a sustainable bridge design for significant weather 
events.  
 

56(a)1 ¶121. CTDOT stated that they would seek formal Purpose and Need Statement 

approval as the project advances. 56(a)1 ¶122. CTDOT also noted that based on a 

Conceptual Engineering Study of 70 bridge alternatives, CTDOT selected five bridge 

replacement alternatives to study in further detail. 56(a)1 ¶123. All five of the bridge 

replacement options advanced for further study were moveable bridge designs. 56(a)1 

¶124. CTDOT informed the agencies present that CTDOT's alternatives analysis would take 

into account bridge and rail needs, navigation needs, construction requirements, and 

environmental impacts. 56(a)1 ¶125. CTDOT presented that each of the five replacement 

alternatives would improve navigation. 56(a)1 ¶126. 

Several of the agencies present at the March 5, 2015 Agency Scoping Meeting 

commented on the importance of marine navigation. The USACE noted, "the bridge 

replacement options [discussed] would improve navigation." 56(a)1 ¶127. CTDEEP 

"noted a concern for boaters and maritime traffic," and that "DEEP will be looking at 

potential temporary and permanent impacts to water dependent users...." 56(a)1 ¶128. 

CTDEEP also stated that "[i]t will be important to assure that the project will not result 

in a decrease in water-dependent uses." 56(a)1 ¶128. CTDEEP also "noted that 

historical precedence determines the transportation priorities as follows: 1) maritime 

traffic; 2) rail traffic; and 3) vehicular traffic." 56(a)1 ¶128. At the March 5, 2015 
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meeting CTOPM questioned whether improving or maintaining maritime navigation 

was a purpose of the project, and suggested if not it would be appropriate to evaluate a 

fixed bridge option. 56(a)1 ¶129. CTOPM inquired about the level of maritime traffic 

and the annualized costs of providing bridge openings. 56(a)1 ¶130. CTOPM also 

inquired, "as to whether DOT had evaluated replacing Walk Bridge with a fixed span, 

as opposed to a moveable span, and inquired about the number of bridge openings in 

comparison to other fixed bridges." 56(a)1 ¶131. DOT responded, "the agency made a 

decision to move forward with a moveable span at the Walk Bridge site." 56(a)1 ¶131. 

CTDOT also responded that Walk Bridge has more marine traffic than Saga Bridge and 

less marine traffic than Coss Cob and Devon Bridges. 56(a)1 ¶131.  

The agencies present at the Agency Scoping Meeting discussed whether to add 

navigability to the Purpose and Need. 56(a)1 ¶132. Following the Agency Scoping 

Meeting, CTDOT continued to discuss with FTA revising the Purpose and Need 

Statement to include navigation. 56(a)1 ¶133. 

The FTA approved the following Purpose and Need Statement in May 2015: 

The purpose of the Walk Bridge Project is to restore or replace the existing, 
deteriorated bridge with a resilient bridge structure which will enhance the 
safety and reliability of rail service, offer operational flexibility and ease of 
maintenance, and provide for increased capacity and efficiencies of rail 
transportation along the New Haven Line/Northeast Corridor, while 
maintaining or improving navigational capacity and dependability for marine 
traffic in the Norwalk River. Upgrades to the Walk Bridge, through 
rehabilitation or replacement, are needed to increase bridge reliability, 
incorporate bridge redundancy, and provide a sustainable bridge for significant 
weather events, thereby accommodating current and future rail and marine 
traffic. 
 

56(a)1 ¶134. (Emphasis added to identify revisions.) 

May 31, 2015, CTDOT finalized a Conceptual Engineering Report for the Walk 

Bridge Replacement Project ("CER"). 56(a)1 ¶135. The purpose of the CER "is to 
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identify and develop technically feasible schemes to replace the existing Walk Bridge." 

56(a)1 ¶136. In preparing the CER, HNTB, CTDOT's engineering contractor, 

conducted a Conceptual Engineering Study ("CES") that identified sixty-nine 

replacement options for evaluation. 56(a)1 ¶137. The CES narrowed the replacement 

options to the five options "that best met the goals of the project." 56(a)1 ¶138. The five 

alternatives selected for advanced consideration did not include a fixed bridge option. 

56(a)1 ¶139. The CER explained that although a high-level fixed bridge would provide 

for the "statutorily-required vertical and horizontal navigation clearances," the option 

was not considered due to increased project costs, increased implementation schedule, 

anticipated waterway user impacts, and potential Right of Way needs. The CER noted, 

however, that the high-level fixed bridge option "will be considered as part of the NEPA 

alternatives analysis." 56(a)1 ¶139. 

According to the CER, CTDOT identified the overall goals of the project, which 

became the evaluation criteria for the CES. 56(a)1 ¶140-141. CTDOT identified the 

goals of the Walk Bridge Replacement Project by developing a list of characteristics 

critical to the success of the project from the beginning of the design through the end of 

the bridge's life. 56(a)1 ¶140. The evaluation criteria for the CES included: 

environmental impacts and permitting; stakeholder coordination; engineering challenges; 

construction impacts to operations; construction impacts to property owners; 

construction risks and challenges; resiliency and redundancy; track alignment and 

railroad operations; navigation clearances and channel alignment; bridge aesthetics and 

overall site context; safety and security; initial cost; life-cycle cost; and construction 

schedule. 56(a)1 ¶141. 

The CES analyzed the five bridge replacement advanced for further evaluation 
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alternatives in extensive detail. 56(a)1 ¶142, 152. Then "a comparative analysis was 

conducted to quantify the relative contributions of each concept to fulfilling the overall 

goals of the project. 56(a)1 ¶142. "A uniform scoring system was developed to reflect 

the relative advantages of the five alternatives with respect to achieving the goals of the 

project. The criteria were weighted, as well, to increase or decrease the influence of the 

individual scores for each criterion on the Overall Score, based on importance." 56(a)1 

¶143. "Using the weighted scoring system, the screened alternatives were ranked on 

each criterion and scored, with the highest score indicating the most favorable." 56(a)1 

¶144. 

With regard to resiliency, the CES took into account that, "a primary concern in 

the wake of Hurricane Sandy is vulnerability to flooding." 56(a)1 ¶145. The engineers 

conducting the CES understood that, "[e]nsuring the bridge can remain operational after 

a catastrophic flood event can be achieved by protecting the machinery and controls 

from inundation during the flood, and by providing auxiliary sources of power to 

perform critical operations during a power loss. Therefore, higher elevations, fully 

enclosed electrical and mechanical spaces, and back-up generators are proposed for all 

of the alternatives." 56(a)1 ¶145. In evaluating and ranking alternatives, the CER 

"considers the elevation of critical components, accessibility of those components for 

inspection and repairs, reliability of back-up power, enclosure and protection of the 

operating elements, and seismic vulnerability to permanent deformations that could 

result in misalignment, preventing operation of the span." 56(a)1 ¶146. 

With regard to navigational clearances, the CER noted navigation clearances 

were considered in developing bridge alternatives because the USCG would require 

bridge replacement options meet USCG prescribed vertical and horizontal navigation 
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clearances because the Walk Bridge spanned a navigable waterway. 56(a)1 ¶147. The 

CER notes, "[b]ased on consultation with the USCG, the I-95 bridge forms the basis of 

establishing the initial vertical clearance requirements for the new Walk Bridge." 

56(a)1 ¶148. The I-95 bridge, located upriver (north) of the Walk Bridge, provides 

approximately 60 feet of vertical navigational clearance. 56(a)1 ¶34, 148. Therefore, 

"[t]he five bridge replacement concepts were developed having a minimum vertical 

clearance of 60' when the movable span is fully opened." 56(a)1 ¶149. The CER relied 

on CTDOT's Navigation Study to determine current navigation on the Norwalk River 

north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶150. 

With regard to costs, the CER discussed in detail the initial costs and the life 

cycle costs for the five project alternatives. 56(a)1 ¶151. 

CTDOT held fifteen public meetings, workshops or open houses between 

February 2015 and August 2016 during the preparation of the EA/EIE. 56(a)1 ¶154. 

CTDOT and FTA also received written comments during the initial scoping period. 

56(a)1 ¶83, 155, 156. In March 2015, CTDEEP wrote that CTDEEP policies, 

Connecticut statutes, the Norwalk Plan of Conservation and Development, and the 

Harbor Management Plan each "strongly supports water-dependent use and public 

access development policies and goals within the Norwalk Harbor area." 56(a)1 

¶155. CTOPM also wrote to CTDOT in March 2015. 56(a)1 ¶156. CTOPM 

suggested if maintaining navigation was not an essential element of the Walk 

Bridge Replacement Project, then CTDOT should consider the alternative of 

securing the existing bridge in the closed position. 56(a)1 ¶156. 

4. EA/EIE and Subsequent Public Comment Period 

After considering initial agency and public comments on the Walk Bridge 
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Replacement Project, as well as the CER prepared by CTDOT’s experts, FTA and CTDOT 

jointly prepared and issued an EA/EIE for the Walk Bridge Replacement Project. 56(a)1 

¶159. FTA and CTDOT made available online the EA/EIE for public review and 

comment on September 6, 2016. 56(a)1 ¶160. CTDOT forwarded a link to the 

project website to federal, state, and local agencies and interested parties, and to 

Cooperating and Participating Agencies. 56(a)1 ¶161. CTDOT also notified the 

public of the publication of the EA/EIE through multiple news outlets to reach 

numerous demographics. 56(a)1 ¶162. CTDOT also made a physical copy of the 

EA/EIE available to the public for review at numerous locations in the Norwalk 

area. 56(a)1 ¶163. FTA is the lead Federal Agency and CTDOT is the lead State Agency 

in their joint preparation of the EA/EIE for the Walk Bridge Replacement Project. 56(a)1 

¶26, 29-30. FTA issued the EA to comply with the NEPA. 56(a)1 ¶26. CTDOT issued the 

EIE to comply with the CEPA. 56(a)1 ¶30. The EA/EIE is 616 pages in length, and 

includes more than 240 pages of appendices. 56(a)1 ¶164. 

The EA/EIE identifies the purpose and need of the project: 

[T]he project purpose and need is to restore or replace the existing deteriorated 
bridge with a resilient bridge structure which will enhance the safety and 
reliability of rail service; offer operational flexibility and ease of maintenance; 
and provide for increased capacity and efficiencies of rail transportation along the 
New Haven Line/ Northeast Corridor, while maintaining or improving 
navigational capacity and dependability for marine traffic in the Norwalk River. 
Upgrades to the Walk Bridge, through rehabilitation or replacement, are needed 
to increase bridge reliability, incorporate bridge redundancy, and provide a 
sustainable bridge for significant weather events, thereby accommodating 
current and future rail and marine traffic. 
 

56(a)1 ¶165.  

The EA/EIE discusses the range of alternatives CTDOT considered. 56(a)1 

¶166. The EA/EIE discusses four groups of alternatives: The No Build (No Action) 
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Alternative; The Rehabilitation Alternative; The Movable Bridge Alternative; and 

the Fixed Bridge Alternative. 56(a)1 ¶167. CTDOT initially evaluated more than 70 

different designs within the four groups of alternatives. 56(a)1 ¶168. The EA/EIE 

discusses why CTDOT dismissed the rehabilitation alternative and the three fixed 

bridge alternatives (low-level, mid-level, and high-level) from further evaluation. 

56(a)1 ¶170. The EA/EIE conducts a detailed analysis of four alternatives: three 

Movable Bridge Alternatives and the No-Build alternative. 56(a)1 ¶171. After 

weighing and comparing the alternatives for several factors, including the estimated 

costs, potential environmental impacts, potential impacts to rail and navigation traffic, 

and resiliency, CTDOT selected the "long span vertical lift bridge" as the preferred 

alternative bridge design. 56(a)1 ¶172.  

CTDOT and FTA provided a public review period for comments on the 

EA/EIE. Initially, the public review period ran from September 6, 2016 through 

October 21, 2016, with a public hearing date of October 6, 2016. 56(a)1 ¶176. At 

the request of the City of Norwalk, however, CTDOT and FTA extended the public 

review period to run through December 5, 2016, with a public hearing date of 

November 17, 2016. 56(a)1 ¶177. CTDOT and FTA again extended the comment 

period, at the public’s request, to December 9, 2016. 56(a)1 ¶178.  

CTDOT held a public hearing at Norwalk City Hall on November 17, 2016. 

56(a)1 ¶180. The November 17th public hearing included an open forum where the 

public was able to ask questions, a CTDOT presentation on alternatives (including the 

low-level fixed bridge alternative), and a public response period. 56(a)1 ¶180. Twenty-

one individuals, including elected officials, city employees, organization and business 

representatives and members of the public, provided testimony at the November 17th 
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public hearing. 56(a)1 ¶181. During the November 17th public hearing, representatives 

from businesses north of Walk Bridge emphasized the importance to their businesses of 

maintaining navigation. 56(a)1 ¶182. Plaintiffs also testified at the November 17th 

public hearing to express concerns, including concerns about the lack of 

consideration of a low-level fixed bridge. 56(a)1 ¶186, 214. 

CTDOT also held public information meeting on December 5, 2016 at the 

Maritime Aquarium in Norwalk. 56(a)1 ¶183. At the December 5th meeting, CTDOT 

discussed information on how design alternatives for the replacement of the Walk 

Bridge were narrowed down and the criteria used to shape the selection of structure 

types evaluated in the EA/EIE. 56(a)1 ¶184. CTDOT conducted seventeen additional 

meetings between December 2016 and March 2017 with the public and key 

stakeholders to review EA/EIE comments. 56(a)1 ¶185. During the public comment 

period, numerous commenters, including Plaintiffs, attended meetings and wrote to 

CTDOT to raise the same concerns Plaintiffs identified in the Complaint, including 

failure to advance the low-level fixed bridge for detailed review and the segmentation 

of other projects. 56(a)1 ¶186, 188, 214. The USCG, as well as state and local groups, 

and CTDOT’s experts, continued to assert the importance of maximizing navigation 

north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶187, 217, 218, 222-223. During the public 

comment period, CTDOT and FTA also received numerous written comments on the 

EA/EIE from federal, state and municipal agencies, elected officials, non-

governmental organizations, individuals and businesses. 56(a)1 ¶179. In total, 

CTDOT received 593 individual comments on the EA/EIE. 56(a)1 ¶189. 

5. Final Agency Decisions under the ROD/FONSI 

Pursuant to CEPA, CTDOT submitted a Record of Decision ("ROD") for the 
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CTOPM in June 2017. 56(a)1 ¶190. The Purpose and Need Statement in the ROD: 

The purpose of the Walk Bridge Project is to restore or replace the existing 
deteriorated bridge with a resilient bridge structure which will enhance the safety 
and reliability of rail service, offer operational flexibility and ease of 
maintenance, and provide for increased capacity and efficiencies of rail 
transportation along the New Haven Line/Northeast Corridor, while maintaining 
or improving navigational capacity and dependability for marine traffic in the 
Norwalk River. Upgrades to the Walk Bridge, through rehabilitation or 
replacement, are needed to increase bridge reliability, incorporate bridge 
redundancy, and provide a sustainable bridge for significant weather events, 
thereby accommodating current and future rail and marine traffic. 
 

56(a)1 ¶191. The ROD responded to all substantive written and oral comments on the 

EA/EIE and incorporated those comments into the ROD. 56(a)1 ¶193. In addition, 

CTDOT responded to the five most frequently made comments through Issue Papers. 

56(a)1 ¶194 - 197. The Issue Papers, which were attached as appendices to the ROD, 

include: Rehabilitation Alternative, Fixed Bridge Alternative, Early-Action New Haven 

Line Projects with Independent Utility, Coordinating Construction with Osborne and 

East Avenue Projects, and Construction Period Coordination Plans. 56(a)1 ¶197. 

In a letter dated July 6, 2017, CTOPM determined that the "Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project Environmental Assessment and Section 4(f) Evaluation and 

Environmental Impact Evaluation)" (EA/EIE) satisfies the requirements of CEPA for 

this Project." 56(a)1 ¶198. 

Pursuant to NEPA, on July 17, 2017, FTA issued a Finding of No Significant Impact 

for the Walk Bridge Replacement Project on the jointly prepared EA/EIE for the Walk 

Bridge Replacement Project. 56(a)1 ¶199. On August 21, 2017, the FTA published a 

Notice and Limitation on Claims announcing FTA’s final determination regarding the 

environmental review of the Walk Bridge Replacement Project. 82 Fed. Reg. 39647 

(August 21, 2017). The Purpose and Need Statement in the FONSI: 
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The project Purpose and Need is to restore or replace the existing deteriorated bridge 
with a resilient bridge structure which will enhance the safety and reliability of rail 
service; offer operational flexibility and ease of maintenance; and provide for 
increased capacity and efficiencies of rail transportation along the New Haven 
Line/Northeast Corridor (NHL/NEC), while maintaining or improving navigational 
capacity and dependability for marine traffic in the Norwalk River. Upgrades to the 
Walk Bridge, through rehabilitation or replacement, are needed to increase bridge 
reliability, incorporate bridge redundancy, and provide a sustainable bridge for 
significant weather events, thereby accommodating current and future rail and 
marine traffic. 
 

56(a)1 ¶201. The FONSI identifies maintaining or improving the navigational capacity of 

the river as a "secondary purpose" of the project. 56(a)1 ¶202. The FONSI identifies the 

alternatives initially considered in the EA/EIE, including a low-level fixed bridge 

replacement option. 56(a)1 ¶203. The FONSI states that "[a]fter thorough consideration 

and analysis," the decision was made not to advance several alternatives, including the low-

level rehabilitation option, for further evaluation beyond initial screening. 56(a)1 ¶204. 

The FONSI states that the low-level fixed bridge alternative was not advanced because it 

would not fully meet the project Purpose. 56(a)1 ¶205. 

ARGUMENT 

As explained below, Plaintiffs' NEPA claims are without merit under the 

APA’s deferential standard of review and the NEPA law and regulations. 

Defendants are entitled to judgment on Plaintiffs' NEPA claims because (A) the 

FTA properly conducted an environmental analysis, and (B) did not improperly 

segment related projects.  

A. The Walk Bridge Project EA/EIE Was Not Arbitrary and Capricious Under NEPA 

Plaintiffs have raised three main concerns with Defendants' environmental 

analysis under NEPA: (1) Defendants narrowly constructed the "Purpose and Need" 

statement to exclude reasonable alternatives; (2) Defendants failed to consider 
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reasonable alternatives, including the low level fixed bridge alternative; and (3) 

Defendants did not provide adequate opportunity for public comment. All three of 

Plaintiffs' concerns are unfounded. The FTA's analysis of environmental effects in the 

Walk Bridge Replacement Project was not arbitrary or capricious under NEPA because 

the agency (1) properly and adequately framed the Purpose and Need Statement for the 

Walk Bridge Replacement Project; (2) properly and adequately considered alternatives 

that satisfied the Walk Bridge Replacement Project’s purpose and need; and (3) 

properly and adequately provided opportunity for public comment on the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project. 

1. The FTA Properly and Adequately Framed the Project's Purpose and Need 

Statement to Include Navigability Concerns 

Plaintiffs allege the Defendants inappropriately narrowed the Purpose and Need 

statement by including the phrase "maintaining or improving navigational 

capacity." Doc. 1, ¶ ¶49-58. Specifically, the Plaintiffs allege, "the inclusion of the 

'navigational capacity' component in the Project's 'Purpose and Need' is without 

rational basis." Doc. 1, ¶52. To support their claim, Plaintiffs allege "[t]he EA 

provides no evidence that there is such significant navigational demand (now and 

during the future life of the Bridge) to access the upper Norwalk River...." Doc. 1, 

¶52] Plaintiffs also allege, "[t]he EA contains no empirical data concerning the rate 

or volume of commercial shipping specifically on the upper Norwalk River, that 

portion of the Norwalk River which extends north of the Walk Bridge." Doc. 1, ¶54. 

Plaintiffs also point to the EA's recognition that maritime traffic in Norwalk Harbor 

has declined since 2008. Doc. 1, ¶53. Plaintiffs' claims are without merit. The Record 

clearly demonstrates the FTA and CTDOT had a rational basis for including maintaining or 
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improving navigational capacity in the Purpose and Need Statement. 

The federal regulations implementing NEPA require an EA to include "brief 

discussions of the need for the proposal." 40 CFR 1508.9. 56(a)1 ¶2.2 Courts give an 

agency's definition of a project's purpose and need considerable deference, and evaluate 

under a standard of reasonableness. See, e.g., Friends of Southeast's Future v. Morrison, 

153 F.3d 1059, 1066-67 (9th Cir. 1998). 

The discretion courts give agencies to define the purposes and needs of a project 

is not unlimited. "[A]n agency will not be permitted to narrow the objective of its action 

artificially and thereby circumvent the requirement that relevant alternatives be 

considered." City of New York v. United States Dep't of Transp., 715 F.2d 732, 743 (2d 

Cir. 1983) (citing Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Callaway, 524 F.2d 79, 93 

(2d Cir. 1975).  "[A]n agency may not define the objectives of its action in terms so 

unreasonably narrow that only one alternative from among the environmentally benign 

ones in the agency's power would accomplish the goals of the agency's action, and the 

EIS would become a foreordained formality." Citizens Against Burlington, Inc. v. Busey, 

938 F.2d 190, 196 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (quoting City of New York v. U.S. Dep't of Transp., 

715 F.2d 732, 743 (2d Cir. 1983)). 

FTA NEPA guidance states that if the sponsoring agency conducts public 

scoping, the FTA and the project sponsor should prepare a draft purpose and need for 

scoping. 56(a)1 ¶8. FTA NEPA guidance requires the FTA to coordinate the development 

of the purpose and need statement with other Federal agencies that have jurisdiction under 

law requiring federal approval for a project, such as permit requirements. 56(a)1 ¶9. 

                                                      
2 Federal regulations implementing NEPA require EISs, not EAs, to have formal 
purpose and need statements. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.13. 
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FTA NEPA guidance states the purpose and need may be refined after scoping based on 

new information or agency and public feedback. 56(a)1 ¶10. 

In this case, FTA and CTDOT properly defined the Purpose and Need Statement 

to include navigability. Specifically: (a) FTA and CTDOT had reasonable bases for 

defining the Purpose and Need Statement to include navigability; and (b) the inclusion 

of navigation in the Purpose and Need Statement did not prevent FTA and CTDOT 

from considering a low-level fixed bridge option. 

a) FTA and CTDOT had reasonable bases for defining the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project purpose and need to include navigability 

The Record demonstrates that FTA and CTDOT had reasonable bases for 

defining the Purpose and Need Statement to include navigability. Specifically, CTDOT 

understood from comments received during initial scoping that maintaining current 

navigation was necessary to obtain permits required for bridge construction.  

FTA NEPA regulations require that when a project sponsor, in this case, 

CTDOT, conducts initial scoping, it must prepare a draft purpose and need statement 

for scoping. 56(a)1 ¶8, 117, 120, 122. The Purpose and Need Statement presented at 

initial public and agency scoping meetings did not specifically include navigability. 

56(a)1 ¶117, 120. As required by FTA regulations, CTDOT and FTA coordinated the 

development of a final Purpose and Need Statement with the USCG and USACE, federal 

agencies that have jurisdiction under law requiring federal approval for a project, such as 

permit requirements. 56(a)1 ¶132-133, 147, 157-159, 206.  

The Record demonstrates that CTDOT and FTA understood from 

communications with the USACE during initial scoping that the USACE would not 

issue required permits unless the bridge design maintained current vertical navigation 
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clearances. 56(a)1 ¶99, 102, 127, 207, 209. The Record also demonstrates that 

CTDOT and FTA understood from conversations with the USCG during initial scoping 

that because Congress designated the Norwalk River as a navigable water, the USCG 

would not approve a bridge design that did not maintain current navigation and the 

vertical clearance established by the I-95 Bridge north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶57, 

60, 70-75, 79-81, 113, 125-126, 139-141, 147-148, 158, 208-209. Plaintiffs do not 

dispute that Norwalk River is designated a "navigable water" and the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project will require a Bridge Permit from the USCG. Doc. 1, ¶ ¶5; 28; 41, 

53; 54; 56; 57. 

The Record also makes clear CTDOT and FTA understood at the time they 

added navigability to the Purpose and Need Statement that current maritime use of the 

Norwalk River would not be possible at the vertical clearance of the Walk Bridge in the 

closed position. 56(a)1 ¶35-36, 64, 80, 82-94, 112, 118, 211. When the current Walk 

Bridge is in its closed position, it provides approximately 16 feet of vertical clearance 

above the waterline. 56(a)1 ¶35. Devine Brothers, which operates a cement plant and 

acts as a bulk petroleum, cement, sand, and gravel distributor, is located on the 

Norwalk River north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶66. Devine Brothers uses barges 

propelled by tugboats to bring gravel down river that are too tall to fit under the Walk 

Bridge in the closed position. 56(a)1 ¶67, 91. Additionally, there is an active marina 

and land construction company, Norwalk Marine Contractors, located on the Norwalk 

River north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶68. Sailboats with masts too tall to fit under 

the Walk Bridge in the closed position use the marina. 56(a)1 ¶69, 85-86. Plaintiffs 

admit that some of the current marine traffic of the Norwalk River cannot pass under 

the vertical clearance of the Walk Bridge in the closed position. Doc. 1, ¶¶32, 34. 
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CTDOT and FTA also consulted with Connecticut agencies and the public 

during the initial agency scoping. CTDOT understood that the CTDEEP would not 

issue permits required for a replacement bridge if the bridge did not maintain current 

navigability of the Norwalk River. 56(a)1 ¶100, 110, 128, 155, 209, 212-213. 

Additionally, during initial public scoping the public raised the need for 

maintaining navigational capacity. 56(a)1 ¶82-94, 118-119, 214. Business owners 

north of the Walk Bridge provided comments stating their business depended on the 

navigable status of the river and that they strongly protested replacement of the existing 

bridge with a fixed bridge. 56(a)1 ¶82-94, 118-119, 214. The maritime businesses also 

cited the unreliability of the current Walk Bridge as having had a deterrent on maritime-

related business up-river. 56(a)1 ¶84, 87, 90, 94, 211. 

As required by FTA’s NEPA regulations, CTDOT and FTA responded to 

information learned during initial public and agency scoping to refine the Purpose and 

Need Statement. 56(a)1 ¶10, 132-133. CTDOT and FTA added "maintaining or 

improving navigational capacity" to the Purpose and Need Statement in response to 

public and agency comments articulating that maintaining or improving maritime 

navigation on the Norwalk River should be a necessary consideration in replacement of 

the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶70-75, 80-84, 99-100, 102, 109, 118-119, 126-133. 

The Record contains substantial evidence that CTDOT and FTA developed the 

Purpose and Need Statement in good faith based on reasoned analysis of public and 

agency comments during initial scoping. The fact that CTDOT added navigability to the 

Purpose and Need Statement after extensive public comment, research, and consideration, 

demonstrates that CTDOT took a hard look at the issue and had a good-faith rational basis 

for its decision to include navigability in the Purpose and Need Statement. The Court 
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should find, therefore, that CTDOT and FTA’s decision to include navigation in the 

Walk Bridge Replacement Project purpose and need was not arbitrary and capricious. 

b) Including navigability in the Walk Bridge Replacement Project Purpose and 

Need Statement did not prevent CTDOT and FTA from considering the low-

level fixed bridge alternative 

Contrary to Plaintiffs' claim, the inclusion of navigability in the Purpose and 

Need Statement did not prevent CTDOT and FTA from considering a low-level fixed 

bridge alternative. CTDOT and FTA discussed the fixed bridge options in preparing the 

EA/EIE. 56(a)1 ¶96, 129, 139, 156-158. The EA/EIE identified the fixed bridge as 

one of the alternatives CTDOT initially considered. 56(a)1 ¶166-167, 169-170, 174. 

The EA/EIE explains CTDOT and FTA’s reasoning as to why the fixed bridge 

alternatives were not advanced for further consideration. 56(a)1 ¶170.  

During the public comment period following the publication of the EA/EIE, 

Plaintiffs and other members of the public made CTDOT and FTA aware of their 

concern that the inclusion of navigation in the Purpose and Need Statement was 

unreasonable in light of the decline of maritime traffic north of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 

¶186, 188, 220. CTOPM also questioned the failure to advance the low-level fixed 

bridge alternative for further consideration due to CTOPM’s belief that the low-level 

fixed bridge would cost less than moveable bridge alternatives. 56(a)1 ¶188, 215. In 

light of these public and agency comments, FTA and CTDOT took care to reevaluate the 

low-level fixed bridge design alternative. November 8, 2016, CTDOT wrote a letter to USCG 

asking several questions, including questions regarding the USCG's statutory authority 

regarding clearances on navigable waterways and examples of circumstances where a 

navigable waterway was re-designated as non-navigable. 56(a)1 ¶216. November 14, 
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2016. USCG responded to CTDOT that, "[o]nly Congress has the authority to designate 

a waterway as not a navigable water of the United States...." 56(a)1 ¶217. CTDOT also 

sought the opinion of its engineering expert, HNTB, on the issue. HNTB also informed 

CTDOT that only Congress has the authority to declassify a waterway as non-navigable. 

56(a)1 ¶218. 

The FTA discussed the low-level fixed bridge alternative in the FONSI and 

CTDOT discussed the low-level fixed bridge alternative in the ROD. 56(a)1 ¶194-195, 

197, 203-205, 219. FTA and CTDOT considered and responded to the public 

comments suggesting that navigation should not be a part of the purpose and need, and 

addressed each of those comments. 56(a)1 ¶220.  

The fact that CTDOT continued to explore the navigation issue and the low-level 

fixed bridge option after the publication of the EA/EIE and before issuing the FONSI 

demonstrates that CTDOT and FTA took a hard look at the reasonableness and effect of 

including navigability in the Purpose and Need Statement. FTA and CTDOT met the 

requirement under NEPA to consider important aspects of the project and offer an 

explanation of their decision based on evidence before the agency. See Nat'l Post Office 

Collaborate v. Donahoe, Civil No. 3:13cv1406 (JBA), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165369, 

2014 WL 6686691 at *6 (D. Conn., Nov. 26, 2014)(citing Nat'l Ass'n of Home Builders 

v. Defenders of Wildlife, 551 U.S. 644, 658 (2007)). 

In conclusion, the FTA and CTDOT's inclusion of navigability in the EA/EIE 

Purpose and Need Statement based on their understanding of the requirements of local, 

state and federal policies and regulations is reasonable, was done in good faith, and did 

not prevent FTA and CTDOT from taking a hard look at the low-level fixed bridge 

design alternative. Consequently, the Court should find that FTA and CTDOT's framing 
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of the Walk Bridge Replacement Project's Purpose and Need Statement was not 

arbitrary or capricious under NEPA. 

2. The FTA Properly and Adequately Considered Reasonable Alternatives that 

Satisfied the Project's Purpose and Need 

Plaintiffs argue Defendants' NEPA analysis was inadequate because "in 

selecting a bridge design [Defendants] failed to consider the reasonable alternative of a 

fixed bridge at the level of the existing bridge...which would promote resiliency, 

shorten construction time, significantly reduce construction costs, and otherwise reduce 

environmental impacts." Doc. 1, ¶7. Plaintiffs also argue FTA and CTDOT failed to 

consider reasonable alternatives because the EA/EIE lacked "adequate resiliency 

analysis." Doc. 1, ¶¶8, 69-80. Plaintiffs argument fails because: (a) the FTA and CTDOT 

took a hard look at the low-level fixed bridge option and determined it was not a reasonable 

alternative; (b) FTA and CTDOT considered resiliency in their alternatives analysis; and (c) 

FTA and CTDOT were informed of the benefits of the low-level fixed bridge when they 

made the decision not to advance that option for further evaluation.  

NEPA law requires an agency to identify, explore, and consider a reasonable 

range of alternatives. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(iii) & (E) (elec. 2007); 40 C.F.R. §§ 

1502.2, 1502.14(a) (elec. 2007). Where the expected environmental impacts of a project 

are not significant enough to require an EIS, and the agency conducts an EA and then 

issues a FONSI, the agency may consider a smaller number of alternatives. "[A]n 

agency's finding of no significant impact...permits the agency to consider a narrower 

range of alternatives than it might be obliged to assess before undertaking action that 

would significantly affect the environment." New York v. U.S. Dep't of Transp., 715 

F.2d 732, 744 (2d Cir. 1983); see Friends of the Ompompanoosuc v. F.E.R.C., 968 F.2d 
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1549, 1558 (2d Cir. 1992) ("the range of alternatives an agency must consider is narrower 

when, as here, the agency has found that a project will not have a significant environmental 

impact."); Earth Island Inst. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 697 F.3d 1010, 1021-1022 (9th Cir. 

2012) ("an agency's obligation to consider alternatives under an EA is a lesser one than 

under an EIS"); Mt. Lookout--Mt. Nebo Prop. Prot. Ass'n v. F.E.R.C., 143 F.3d 165, 172 

(4th Cir. 1998) ("The rigor with which an agency must consider alternatives is greater when 

the agency determines that an EIS is required for a particular federal action."); Sierra Club 

v. Espy, 38 F.3d 792, 803 (5th Cir. 1994) (same). 

What is reasonable "depends on the nature of the proposal and the facts of each 

case." Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's National Environmental Policy 

Act Regulations, 46 Fed. Reg. 18026 (1981). This Court has held that "a 'proposed 

alternative is reasonable only if it will bring about the ends of the federal action' that is 

sought to be accomplished." Nat'l Post Office Collaborate v. Donahoe, Civil No.3:13cv 

l 406 (JBA), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165369 *23-24, 2014 WL 6686691, at *8 

(D.Conn., Nov. 26, 2014)(citing Citizens Against Burlington, Inc. v. Busey, 938 F.2d 

190, 195 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (citing City of New York v. US. Dep't of Transp., 715 F.2d 

732, 742-43 (2d Cir. 1983). Courts look to the objectives identified in the purpose and 

need statement to determine the objectives sought to be accomplished. Citizens Against 

Burlington, Inc., 938 F.2d at 195; Laguna Greenbelt, Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of Transp., 42 

F.3d 517, 524 (9th Cir. 1994). "Alternatives that do not accomplish the purpose of an 

action are not reasonable and need not be studied in detail." Citizens' Comm. to Save 

Our Canyons v. U.S. Forest Serv., 297 F.3d 1012, 1030 (10th Cir. 2002) (internal 

quotations omitted). 

Courts have also defined reasonableness as including feasibility. See Vermont 
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Yankee Nuclear Power Corp, 435 U.S. at 551. Alternatives that are infeasible, ineffective, or 

inconsistent with basic policy objectives need not be considered Seattle Aubudon Soc'y v. 

Moseley, 80 F.3d 1401, 1404 (9th Cir. 1996). For example, Courts in this circuit have found 

"there is no need to consider...alternatives which could only be implemented after significant 

changes in governmental policy or legislation or which require similar alterations of existing 

restrictions." Natural Resources Defense Council v. Callaway, 524 F.2d 79, 93 (2d Cir. 

1975) (citations omitted).  Courts in this circuit have also found an agency’s decision not to 

consider alternatives was not an abuse of discretion because the alternatives were unlikely to 

secure permit approval. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. FAA, 564 F.3d 549, 557 

(2d Cir. 2009). 

FTA NEPA guidance requires the FTA, in evaluating alternatives, to consider 

Federal approval required for the project, including permits issued by other Federal 

agencies. 56(a)1 ¶9, 11, 12. Consequently, the FTA is required to coordinate the 

development of alternatives with Federal agencies that have jurisdiction under laws 

requiring federal approval for a project, such as permit requirements. 56(a)1 ¶12. 

Courts have upheld EAs that only considered in detail one or two alternatives. See, 

e.g., Earth Island Inst. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 697 F.3d 1010, 1021-1022 (9th Cir. 2012); 

Native Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 428 F.3d 1233, 1245 (9th Cir. 2005) 

(finding EA that considered in detail only a "no-action" alternative and the "preferred 

alternative" satisfied NEPA); see also, Western Land Exch. Project v. Dombeck, 47 F. 

Supp. 2d 1196, 1211-12 (D. Or. 1999) (upholding EIS that discussed in detail only a 

single action alternative). 

The agency need only include "brief discussions" of the alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 

1508.9(b) (2000). 
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a) FTA and CTDOT took a hard look at the low-level fixed bridge option 

and determined that it was not a reasonable alternative  

Defendants' decision not to advance the low-level fixed bridge alternative for 

detailed consideration is reasonable. Plaintiffs suggest in their Complaint that it was 

unreasonable for CTDOT and FTA to eliminate from detailed consideration the low-

level fixed bridge based on the need to maintain navigation because current use of the 

Norwalk River is "de minimis" and therefore any benefit of maintaining current 

navigation does not outweigh or justify the additional expense and reduced resiliency 

that come with selecting the moveable bridge in order to maintain current navigation. 

Doc. 1, ¶¶30-36, 52, 59, 82.  

Regardless of whether navigation was a formal purpose or need of the project, 

the need to obtain a USCG bridge permit required CTDOT and FTA to consider 

whether the bridge alternatives met the reasonable needs of navigation. 56(a)1 ¶9, 11-

12, 20-21, 24-25, 57, 60, 70-81, 99, 147-148, 158, 207-208, 217-218. CTDOT and 

FTA understood, after extensive communication with the USCG, USACE, and state 

and local groups, that federal, state and local agency policies and regulations required 

the Walk Bridge replacement maintain current navigation. 56(a)1 ¶209. CT DOT 

understood that the replacement bridge would not receive required permits and 

approvals unless it allowed, at minimum, the current navigation. 56(a)1 ¶207, 212, 

213. FTA and CTDOT reviewed current navigation trends with the USCG, including 

the number of users that required an opening of the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶64-65, 112. 

CTDOT understood from public comment and the navigation study that current 

navigation included sailboats and barges that could not pass under the Walk Bridge in 

the closed position. 56(a)1 ¶85-86, 88, 91, 93, 112, 118. CTDOT also understood 
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from public comment and the navigation study that at least one factor in the decline of 

maritime traffic north of the Walk Bridge was the decreased reliability of the opening 

of the current bridge. 56(a)1 ¶84, 87, 90, 210. CTDOT reasonably concluded that the 

low-level fixed bridge alternative was not reasonable because the low-level fixed 

bridge alternative would not allow for current navigation, and therefore the low-level 

fixed bridge could not receive permits required for replacement of the Walk Bridge. See 

Nat'l Post Office Collaborate v. Donahoe, Civil No.3:13cv l 406 (JBA), 2014 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 165369 *23-24, 2014 WL 6686691 at *8 (D. Conn. Nov. 26, 2014) (holding 

that "a proposed alternative is reasonable only if it will bring about the ends of the 

federal action that is sought to be accomplished.") (internal quotations and citations 

omitted); Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. FAA, 564 F.3d 549, 557 (2d Cir. 

2009) (finding the FAA' s decision not to consider project alternatives that were 

unlikely to secure permit approval was not arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of 

discretion). The FTA and CTDOT were not required to consider alternatives that could 

only be implemented after changes in legislation, such as petitioning Congress to 

designate the Norwalk River as non-navigable. See Natural Resources Defense Council, 

Inc. v. Callaway, 524 F.2d 79, 93 (2d Cir. 1975) (stating "no need to consider . . . 

alternatives which could only be implemented after significant changes in governmental 

policy or legislation or which require similar alterations of existing restrictions."). The 

FTA and CTDOT reasonably concluded, based on initial agency and public scoping, 

that the low-level fixed bridge alternative was not a reasonable alternative and therefore 

should not be advanced for further consideration. 

Despite the fact that the FTA and CTDOT did not advance the low-level fixed 

bridge alternative for further analysis because it would not allow for current navigation, 
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FTA and CTDOT took a hard look at the low-level fixed bridge alternative. The FTA 

and CTDOT took care to evaluate the low-level fixed bridge design alternative in detail 

because of the numerous and detailed public comments, both leading up to and 

following publication of the draft EA/EIE, in favor of the low-level fixed bridge design. 

56(a)1 ¶129-131, 154, 156-158, 169-170, 180, 186, 194-195, 197, 214-216, 218-

219, 222-223. CTDOT recognized and acknowledged that a low-level fixed bridge 

would cost less than a movable bridge. 56(a)1 ¶221. Additionally, CTDOT consulted 

with HNTB, the engineering firm CTDOT hired, regarding the fixed bridge alternative. 

56(a)1 ¶157, 218, 222-223. HNTB advised that not only would a low-level fixed 

bridge option not meet reasonable needs of navigation, which is a statutory 

requirement, but also construction of a low-level fixed bridge would have other adverse 

effects, including: increased construction duration due to work being closer to the 

operating tracks; the need to build a run around to avoid long term railroad shut down; 

increased environmental impacts in sensitive areas due to the number of in-water piers 

that would need to be built; and increased construction risk and exposure to railroad 

delays. 56(a)1 ¶223. HNTB concluded that "the less expensive fixed bridge option has 

too many impacts too [sic] overcome – namely, an inability to meet the reasonable 

needs of navigation." 56(a)1 ¶223. The FTA and CTDOT sought and considered public 

comments relating to the low-level fixed bridge alternative, including comments from 

Plaintiffs. 56(a)1 ¶116, 123, 129-131, 156-158, 176-178, 180, 186, 188, 193, 214-

216, 218-220, 222. FTA and CTDOT published an Issue Paper on the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project Website articulating the reasons FTA and CTDOT did not 

advance a low-level fixed bridge for further analysis, including not only restrictions on 

navigation, but also increased construction time, high life cycle costs and channel 
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restrictions. 56(a)1 ¶194. FTA and CTDOT included the Fixed Bridge Alternative 

Issue Paper as an Appendix to the ROD 56(a)1 ¶195-197. The Record shows that the 

FTA and CTDOT met NEPA’s requirement to consider relevant factors and disclose 

the pros and cons of each alternative before making its decision. Baltimore Gas & Elec. 

Co., 462 U.S. at 97-98, 100 (1983). FTA and CTDOT offered reasonable explanations, 

based on extensive public and agency scoping, and detailed information in the CER, for 

their decision to not advance the low-level fixed bridge for further evaluation. The 

Court should find, therefore, that the FTA and CTDOT did not act arbitrarily or 

capriciously in not advancing the low-level fixed bridge for further evaluation. 

b) The FTA and CTDOT adequately considered resiliency in evaluating alternatives. 

Plaintiffs also allege Defendants' NEPA environmental analysis was inadequate 

because it lacked "adequate resiliency analysis." Doc. 1, ¶¶8, 69-80. Plaintiffs suggest it 

was unreasonable for CTDOT and FTA to eliminate the low-level fixed bridge 

alternative because it would be the most resilient, and best satisfy the requirements of 

the federal Hurricane Sandy grant funding for the project. Doc. 1, ¶¶74-80.  

The Record demonstrates that FTA and CTDOT considered resiliency in their 

analysis of alternatives. FTA mandated that the Walk Bridge replacement "exhibit 

characteristics of resiliency in order to enhance the safety and reliability of the 

corridor." 56(a)1 ¶224. During initial meetings with agencies, FTA discussed the 

resiliency funding associated with the project and emphasized that the bridge 

alternatives under consideration must be resilient to withstand catastrophic weather 

events as well as other conditions to which the bridge will be subjected. 56(a)1 ¶225. 

During initial agency scoping, FTA made clear that resiliency funding requirements 

would require a bridge design that met the FEMA base flood elevation (BFE) plus one 
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foot. 56(a)1 ¶226. The CER discusses at length the extent to which each of the five 

bridge alternatives satisfy resiliency requirements. The EA/EIE also contains extensive 

discussion of resiliency considerations. 56(a)1 ¶141, 145-146. FTA and CTDOT 

considered public comments regarding resiliency, including Plaintiffs’, and responded 

to the comments in the ROD. 56(a)1 ¶228. The Record shows FTA and CTDOT 

considered resiliency in conducting their alternatives analysis and offered explanations 

based on the facts as to how the alternatives improved resiliency. FTA satisfied its 

obligation under NEPA to set forth sufficient information to fully consider whether the 

alternatives would meet resiliency requirements and to make a reasoned choice between 

alternatives. Nat'l Post Office Collaborate v. Donahoe, Civil No. 3: I3cv 1406 (JBA), 

2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165369 *22, 2014 WL 6686691 at *7 (D. Conn., Nov. 26, 

2014); Suffolk Cnty. v. Sec'y of Interior, 562 F.2d 1368, 1375 (2d Cir. 1977); Public 

Citizen, 541 U.S. at 767. 

c) FTA and CTDOT were informed of the benefits of the low-level fixed bridge 

when they made the decision not to advance it for further evaluation.  

Even if Plaintiffs were correct that a low-level fixed bridge would cost less, be 

more resilient and have the lowest impact on the environment, NEPA does not require 

FTA and CTDOT to select the most resilient, lowest cost design with the smallest 

impact on the environment. Rather, NEPA is a procedural statute that "simply 

prescribes the necessary process" but "itself does not mandate particular results."  

Robertson, 490 U.S. at 350; see Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp.v. Natural Res. 

Def. Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 519, 558 (1978) (NEPA requires "a fully informed and 

well-considered decision"). 

As required by NEPA, the FTA and CTDOT were fully informed of the 
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Plaintiffs' concerns and the Plaintiffs’ arguments in favor of a low-level fixed bridge 

before FTA and CTDOT made the decision not to advance the low-level fixed bridge to 

final detailed consideration. 56(a)1 ¶96, 129-131, 151, 156-157, 169, 173, 182, 186, 

188, 214, 220, 228, 215. The FTA and CTDOT offered reasonable explanations for not 

advancing the low-level fixed bridge to final consideration. 56(a)1 ¶131, 170, 192-

197, 204-205, 207-213, 219-220, 223, 228-229. The FTA and CTDOT reasonably 

believed, based on their analysis of the law, consultation with HNTB, CTDOT’s 

engineering firm, and communications with USCG, that the USCG would not issue a 

permit for a bridge that did not meet the 60-foot minimum vertical clearance of the I-95 

Bridge upriver from the Walk Bridge. 56(a)1 ¶70, 72-74, 79-81, 99-100, 102, 113, 

118-119, 128, 148, 155, 207-209, 212-213, 216-218, 223. 

The FTA and CTDOT took a hard look at a reasonable number of bridge 

alternatives before CTDOT selected the preferred alternative. CTDOT initially 

evaluated more than 70 different designs within the four groups of alternatives. 

56(a)1 ¶168. The EA/EIE considers four groups of alternatives: The No Build (No 

Action) Alternative; The Rehabilitation Alternative; The Movable Bridge 

Alternative; and the Fixed Bridge Alternative. 56(a)1 ¶167. The EA/EIE discusses 

three bridge alternatives within the movable bridge group. 56(a)1 ¶171. The 

EA/EIE discusses three bridge alternatives within the fixed bride group. 56(a)1 

¶169. The FTA and CTDOT conducted extensive analysis of the alternatives, taking 

into account numerous factors, including cost, resiliency and the impact on the 

environment. 56(a)1 ¶172. The FTA solicited public and agency comment on 

alternatives before making a selection. 56(a)1 ¶61-62, 97, 101, 103-105, 107, 111, 

114-116, 120, 154, 160-163, 179-180, 183, 185-186, 189. The FTA and CTDOT 
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provided a reasonable explanation in the EA/EIE for the four moveable bridge design 

alternatives were selected for further study and why CTDOT ultimately selected the 

preferred alternative. 56(a)1 ¶170, 172. To address comments received on the 

EA/EIE, FTA and CTDOT added to their consideration at the conceptual design 

level a low-level rehabilitation option. 56(a)1 ¶169. CTDOT recognized, "there is no 

single solution that will adequately satisfy all of the requirements set forth. The primary 

objective becomes one of optimization, wherein the 'best', or most favorable, solution 

can be identified as the one that produces the greatest differential between benefits and 

drawbacks." 56(a)1 ¶229. The FTA and CTDOT relied on the reasonable opinions of 

their own experts when selecting the design alternatives that would best meet the 

purpose and need of the Walk Bridge Replacement Program.  

As required by law, FTA and CTDOT "examine[d] the relevant data and 

articulate[d] a satisfactory explanation for [their] action[s] including a rational 

connection between the facts found and the choice made." Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n of 

U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (Internal quotations 

omitted; citation omitted). The Court must, therefore, afford Defendants' examination of 

environmental impacts considerable deference. See Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources 

Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378 (1989) (Factual inquiry whether agency decision arbitrary 

and capricious "must be searching and careful, but the ultimate standard of review is a 

narrow one.") (Internal quotation omitted; citation omitted).  The Court should find that 

Defendants' selection and evaluation of alternatives was reasonable, and not arbitrary or 

capricious under NEPA. 

3. Plaintiffs Were Not Deprived of an Opportunity to Make Informed Comment 

Plaintiffs claim FTA and CTDOT’s environmental analysis was inadequate under 
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NEPA because they did not enable informed public comment. Doc. 1, ¶¶9, 57, 60, 77, 83-

84, 94-99. Plaintiffs claim that they were deprived of an opportunity to comment on the 

environmental analysis for two reasons: (a) Defendants "failed to correct the deficiencies in 

their review" in response to Plaintiffs’ comments during the public comment period (Doc. 1, 

¶¶9, ¶60, ¶94 – 99); and (b) Defendants did not provide sufficiently detailed information to 

enable informed public comment (Doc. 1, ¶¶57, 77, ¶¶83 -84). Plaintiffs' arguments fail 

because FTA and CTDOT satisfied NEPA requirements by (a) involving the public in 

the entire process; and (b) providing public access to sufficient information to allow 

informed consent. 

NEPA regulations require, in preparing an EA, that "[t]he agency shall 

involve...the public, to the extent practicable...." 40 C.F.R. § 1501.4(b)." "Agencies 

shall...make diligent efforts to involve the public in preparing and implementing their 

NEPA procedures[,]...[p]rovide public notice of...the availability of environmental 

documents so as to inform those persons...who may be interested or affected[,] 

[and]...[s]olicit appropriate information from the public." 40 C.F.R. § 1506.6(a), (d). 

NEPA regulations require agencies to "involve the public" in the EA process by making 

the EA "available for public inspection." 23 C.F.R. § 771.119(d). The FTA need not 

circulate an EA for comment. Id. The FTA need not hold a public hearing on the EA. Id. 

Courts in the Second Circuit have found public participation in the preparation of an 

EA sufficient so long as the agency notified the public of the project and solicited feedback 

from the public. See e.g., Brodsky v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n, 704 F.3d 113, 121 

(2d Cir. 2013); see also Town of Rye, N.Y. v. Skinner, 907 F. 2d 23, 24 (2d Cir. 1990) (per 

curiam) (after noting the federal agency and state county conducted public hearings, 

received written comments on draft environmental assessments, circulated preliminary 
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analysis of the environmental assessment for comment and conducted analysis in response 

to comments, the Court concluded "NEPA requires no more."). Even in situations where the 

Court found some deficiency in the agency's notice to the public, the Second Circuit has 

held the public participation requirement satisfied as long as public input alerted the agency 

to citizen concerns before the agency reached the challenge decision. See, e.g., 

Pogliani v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs, 306 F.3d 1235, 1238-39 (2d Cir. 2002); 

Friends of Ompompanoosuc v. FERC, 968 F.2d 1549, 1552 (2d Cir. 1992). 

Agencies are not required to provide to the public extensive detail regarding 

rejected alternatives. As this Court has recognized, "NEPA does not...require 

agencies to analyze the environmental consequences of alternatives it has in good 

faith rejected as too remote, speculative, impractical or ineffective. What is required 

is information sufficient to permit a reasoned choice of alternatives as far as 

environmental aspects are concerned." Nat'l Post Office Collaborate v. Donahoe, 

Civil No. 3:13cvl406 (JBA), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165369 *23, 2014 WL 

6686691, at *8 (D. Conn., Nov. 26, 2014) (citing Custer Cnty. Action Ass'n v. Garvey, 

256 F.3d 1024, 1039-40 (10th Cir. 2001)). 

(a) Defendants satisfied NEPA requirements by involving the public in the review process 

Plaintiffs claim they were deprived the opportunity to comment because 

FTA and CTDOT failed to correct the deficiencies Plaintiffs identified in the 

EA/EIE. The Record shows FTA and CTDOT clearly satisfied NEPA's public 

participation requirements for when an agency elects to perform an EA.  

FTA and CTDOT provided more opportunities for public comment and 

participation than NEPA requires. Although not required by NEPA, the FTA and 

CTDOT gave public notice of the Walk Bridge Replacement Project and solicited 
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public comments during an early scoping period prior to drafting the EA/EIE. 

56(a)1 ¶3, 4, 114-116, 154. The FTA and CTDOT circulated the draft EA/EIE 

publically, took public comments on the drafts for over 75 days, more than twice 

the 30 days required by NEPA. 56(a)1 ¶13-15, 160-163, 176-178. Although NEPA 

does not require FTA or CTDOT to hold a public meeting on the EA/EIE, FTA and 

CTDOT held numerous public meetings at which they solicited additional 

comments, and established a website to provide regular Project updates to the 

public. 56(a)1 ¶14, 177, 180, 185. 

After publication of the EA/EIE, Plaintiffs, concerned citizens, state agencies 

and city organizations took advantage of the opportunities to comment on the EA/EIE 

and provided hundreds of comments. 56(a)1 ¶179-181, 186, 189, 214-215. Plaintiffs 

submitted to CTDOT and FTA during the public comment period numerous written 

comments, including a comprehensive letter drafted by their counsel on the issues 

raised in the Complaint. 56(a)1 ¶186, 214. Plaintiffs also attended and spoke at public 

scoping meetings and had individual meetings with CTDOT to discuss the issues raised 

in the Complaint. 56(a)1 ¶180, 186. Business owners and concerned citizens in 

addition to Plaintiffs provided CTDOT and FTA with comments on the issues raised in 

the Complaint. 56(a)1 ¶182, 186-188, 214, 215. As required by NEPA, the FTA was 

fully informed of the Plaintiffs' concerns and the Plaintiffs' arguments in favor of a 

low-level fixed bridge when the FTA issued its FONSI. 

FTA and CTDOT considered the concerns and arguments of Plaintiffs and 

others raised during the public comment period. Defendants attended meetings in 

which Plaintiffs representatives expressed their concerns. 56(a)1 ¶129, 154, 180-

182, 185-186, 188. Defendants provided documents and information in response to 
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Plaintiffs' requests for information. 56(a)1 ¶131, 154, 156-157, 180, 193-197, 214. 

In order to address concerns regarding the low-level fixed bridge, Defendants 

revisited the navigation issue with other agencies including the USCG, USACE, 

and CTDEEP. 56(a)1 ¶133, 157, 158, 187, 216, 218, 222. FTA and CTDOT 

confirmed a low-level fixed bridge was not a feasible alternative because the USCG 

and CTDEEP would not issue the permits required for construction of a bridge over 

navigable water that restricted current navigation. 56(a)1 ¶158, 187, 207-209, 212-

213, 217-218. CTDOT and FTA reached out to the USCG about when a river could be 

de-designated navigable. 56(a)1 ¶216. FTA and CTDOT understood from the USCG’s 

response, as well as from CTDOT’s engineering firm, HNTB, that only Congress has 

the authority to declassify a waterway as non-navigable, and even then only if there is 

no ebb and flow of the tide and no commerce on the waterway. 56(a)1 ¶217-218, 222-

223. 

NEPA does not require FTA and CTDOT to modify alternatives or its 

analysis in response to public comment. Rather, NEPA requires FTA and CTDOT 

to respond to public comments. As required by NEPA regulations, CTDOT 

responded to each comment received, on all of the issues raised in the Complaint, 

including the issues of reasonableness of alternatives, benefits of the low-level fixed 

bridge alternative, disadvantages of a moveable bridge alternative, cost of 

alternatives, resiliency of alternatives, and the current and future navigation status 

of the Norwalk River. 56(a)1 ¶186, 193, 197, 220, 228. 

The Court should find Defendants satisfied NEPA’s requirement that the 

agency notify the public and solicit feedback on the EA/EIE. The Court should also 

find that FTA’s decision to issue a FONSI without advancing a low-level fixed 
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bridge for further consideration was not arbitrary and capricious. 

(b) Defendants satisfied NEPA requirements by informing the public of, and 

providing access to, the environmental analysis. 

Plaintiffs claim FTA and CTDOT did not provide sufficiently detailed information 

to enable informed public comment. Specifically, Plaintiffs claim FTA and CTDOT did not 

provide: data supporting determination that a majority of vessels carrying cargo in Norwalk 

Harbor pass through Walk Bridge (Doc. 1, ¶57); a resiliency analysis comparing moveable 

vs fixed bridge (Doc. 1, ¶77); or a break-down of cost estimates for the bridge alternatives 

(Doc. 1, ¶¶83 -84). The Record shows FTA and CTDOT satisfied NEPA requirement to 

notify the public of the project and solicit feedback from the public. 

NEPA requires an EA include only "brief" discussions of the need for the 

project, alternatives and environmental impacts. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9(b); 40 C.F.R. § 

1501.3(b)(2001). Although the EA/EIE described information regarding bridge 

alternatives in narrative fashion, its conclusions were based on specific and quantitative 

findings. The EA/EIE included references to hundreds of citations to supporting 

documents, totaling thousands of pages. 56(a)1 ¶175. CTDOT relied on its expert’s 

CER, which contains over 1,400 pages of information comparing design alternatives, 

including detailed information on navigation trends, resiliency, and cost estimates for 

the five design options considered as the options that best met the goals of the project. 

56(a)1 ¶152-153. CTDOT also relied upon its expert’s Navigation Study, which 

included analyses of statistical and empirical evidence of navigation of the Norwalk 

River, including discussions with maritime users located north of the Walk Bridge. 

56(a)1 ¶76-96. 

To the extent Plaintiffs’ allegations of insufficient information refer to 
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insufficient information about the low-level fixed bridge, NEPA does not require 

agencies provide detailed information about rejected alternatives. Nat'l Post Office 

Collaborate v. Donahoe, Civil No. 3:13cvl406 (JBA), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

165369 *23, 2014 WL 6686691, at *8 (D. Conn., Nov. 26, 2014)("NEPA does 

not…require agencies to analyze the environmental consequences of alternatives it has 

in good faith rejected as too remote, speculative, or impractical or ineffective.")(internal 

quotations omitted).  The information that the EA/EIE, FONSI and ROD provide 

regarding the low-level fixed bridge alternative is sufficient under NEPA. 40 C.F.R. 

1508.9(b). 

Furthermore, even if there was some deficiency in FTA and CTDOT’s notice to 

the public, the Second Circuit has held that the public participation requirement is 

satisfied so long as public input alerted FTA and CTDOT to Plaintiffs’ concerns before 

FTA and CTDOT reached their final decisions. See, e.g., Pogliani v. U.S. Army 

Corps of Eng'rs, 306 F.3d 1235, 1238-39 (2d Cir. 2002); Friends of 

Ompompanoosuc v. FERC, 968 F.2d 1549, 1552 (2d Cir. 1992). As Plaintiffs admit, 

and as the Record makes clear, Plaintiffs, and others, notified FTA and CTDOT of a 

concern that the low-level fixed bridge alternative should have been advanced for 

further study in light of the diminished maritime traffic north of the Walk Bridge, and 

their belief that the low-level fixed bridge would be more resilient and more cost 

effective than a moveable bridge. FTA and CTDOT were aware of these comments, 

considered them, and responded to them. Doc. 1, ¶9, 37, 59, 94, 95, 97, 98; 56(a)1 ¶130, 

154, 156, 181, 186, 188, 193-194, 197, 214-215, 220-221, 228. 

For these reasons, the Court should find that Defendants satisfied their 

requirement under NEPA to provide the opportunity for public comment on the 
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EA/EIE. 

In Conclusion, the Record demonstrates FTA and CTDOT's analysis of 

environmental effects in the Walk Bridge Replacement Project was not arbitrary or 

capricious under NEPA because the agencies properly and adequately framed the 

Purpose and Need Statement for the Walk Bridge Replacement Project, properly and 

adequately considered reasonable alternatives that satisfied the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project's purpose and need, and properly and adequately provided the 

opportunity for public comment on the Walk Bridge Replacement Project. FTA and 

CTDOT defined the Purpose and Need Statement in good faith based on considerations 

of local, state and federal regulations and policies, as well as public comments. FTA 

and CTDOT considered a reasonable range of alternatives, and they articulated logical 

bases for not advancing the low-level fixed bridge alternative. FTA and CTDOT 

involved the public at every step of the environmental analysis, not only meeting but 

also exceeding NEPA requirements for public participation in an EA. FTA and CTDOT 

analyzed and responded to all of the public comments received, including comments 

received by Plaintiffs. FTA and CTDOT took a hard look at the environmental issues, 

including those Plaintiffs raised during the public comment period. FTA and CTDOT 

were fully informed of the issues raised by Plaintiffs when CTDOT selected the 

preferred bridge option. The FTA and CTDOT made a reasoned choice between 

alternatives that included a quantitative selection process. The Court should therefore 

find the FTA's analysis of environmental effects in the Walk Bridge Project was not 

arbitrary or capricious under NEPA. 

B. The FTA Did Not Impermissibly Segment the Project 

Plaintiffs assert that the FTA and CTDOT improperly "segmented" the 
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environmental review of the Walk Bridge Project by not including in the Walk Bridge 

Project EA/EIE a number of projects: (1) removal and relocation of high-voltage 

electricity transmission towers; (2) removal and relocation of communication cables; 

(3) replacement of the Fort Point Street Bridge; (4) replacement of one half-mile tracks 

and ballast; (5) replacement of overhead catenary, supports and signal equipment; (6) 

the Danbury Dockyard Improvements Project; and (7) the CP-243 Interlocking Project. 

Doc. 1, ¶100 - 105. The Record demonstrates FTA and CTDOT did not improperly 

segment the Walk Bridge Replacement Project environmental review. 

CTDOT is undertaking a number of projects throughout Connecticut to improve 

the rail infrastructure, including replacing catenary, tracks, interlocking, and electrical 

and communication cables. 56(a)1 ¶45, 47. CTDOT recognizes the efficiency of 

considering rail projects together when they are in the same vicinity. 56(a)1 ¶230. 

CTDOT referred to rail infrastructure improvement projects near the Walk Bridge as the 

"Walk Bridge Program." 56(a)1 ¶231. The Walk Bridge Program included the Walk 

Bridge Replacement Project, as well as the Danbury Dockyard Project and the CP-

243 Interlocking Project. 56(a)1 ¶232. The environmental review of the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project included replacement of the Walk Bridge, removal and relocation 

of the high voltage electricity transmission towers, removal and replacement of 

communication cables, replacement of one-half mile tracks and ballast, replacement of 

overhead catenary, and the Fort Point Bridge replacement project 56(a)1 ¶55. 

NEPA regulations require an agency to consider connected, cumulative, or 

similar actions in the same environmental impact statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7. NEPA 

regulations define "connected actions" as those that “are closely related and therefore 

should be discussed in the same impact statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(l). “Actions 
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are connected if they: (i) Automatically trigger other actions which may require 

environmental impact statements; (ii) Cannot or will not proceed unless other actions are 

taken previously or simultaneously; (iii) Are interdependent parts of a larger action and 

depend on the larger action for their justification." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(l)(i)-(iii). 

"Cumulative actions" are those that, "when viewed with other proposed actions have 

cumulatively significant impacts and should therefore be discussed in the same impact 

statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2). "Similar" actions, are actions that, "when viewed 

with other reasonably foreseeable or proposed agency actions, have similarities that 

provide a basis for evaluating their environmental consequences together...in the same 

impact statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(3). 

NEPA regulations make clear, however, that not all agency decisions to break a 

project into stages are impermissible segmentation. Coalition on W. Valley Nuclear 

Wastes v. Chu, 592 F.3d 306, 311 (2d Cir. 2009); 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(CEQ 

regulations defining “connected actions”); 23 C.F.R. § 771.111(f) (FTA NEPA 

regulations); 56(a)1 ¶234 (FTA NEPA guidance). Courts in this circuit have 

recognized that "agencies must often undertake multi-faceted actions that have 

complex, interdependent environmental impacts; the agency must make reasonable 

judgments about what actions should be analyzed together and what should be analyzed 

separately." Id. 

“A project has been improperly segmented…if the segmented project has no 

independent utility, no life of its own, or is simply illogical when viewed in isolation.” 

Stewart Park & Reserve Coal, Inc. v. Slater, 352 F.3d 545, 559 (2d Cir. 2003)(emphasis 

added); see Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc. v. Dep't of Navy, 836 F.2d 760, 763-

64 (2d Cir. 1988) (per curiam). 
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Improper segmentation occurs when an agency attempts to circumvent NEPA by 

dividing a federal action into smaller components in order to avoid studying the overall 

impacts of the single action. Stewart Park, 352 F.3d at 559. Improper segmentation 

occurs when an agency attempts to circumvent NEPA by dividing a federal action into 

smaller components in order to avoid studying the overall impacts of the single action. 

Id. 

“A project is properly segmented if it (1) connects logical termini and is of 

sufficient length to address environmental matters of a broad scope; (2) has independent 

utility or independent significance; and (3) will not restrict consideration of alternatives 

for other reasonably foreseeable transportation improvements.” Id. (citing 23 C.F.R. § 

771.111(f) (FTA NEPA regulations) and 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a) (CEQ 

regulations))(emphasis added); 56(a)1 ¶234. A project has "independent utility" if the 

project has an independent function, “regardless of whether the other is built.” Id. at 

560 (2d Cir. 2003). The Second Circuit has held that simply because "two projects are 

interrelated as part of an overall transportation plan does not mean that they do not 

individually contribute to alleviation of the traffic [or here, transportation and 

navigation] problems...." Id. (internal quotations omitted; citation omitted); see also 

Coal. on Sensible Transp. v. Dole, 826 F.2d 60, 69 (D.C. Cir. 1987) ("But it is inherent 

in the very concept of a highway network that each segment will facilitate movement in 

many others; if such mutual benefits compelled aggregation, no project could be said to 

enjoy independent utility."). Additionally, courts in this circuit have recognized that just 

because two projects were discussed together in the past is not dispositive." Stewart 

Park, 352 F.3d at 560 (affirming district court' s rejection of plaintiffs' argument that 

documents describing two projects as phases of a single project supported plaintiffs' 
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allegation that the two projects were improperly segmented.) 

Here, the FTA reasonably determined that two early-action NHL projects not 

covered under the Walk Bridge Replacement Project – the Dockyard and CP234 

Projects – were properly segmented because those projects have independent utility, 

logical termini, and do not foreclose the opportunity to consider alternatives vis a vis 

the other projects named in Plaintiffs' Complaint. The other projects Plaintiffs assert 

were improperly segmented were, in fact, included in the scope of the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project Environmental Analysis. 

1. Removal and Relocation of High-Voltage Electricity Transmission Towers 

FTA and CTDOT did not segment the Tower Replacement Project. The Walk 

Bridge Replacement Project EA/EIE encompassed and considered the impacts of the 

removal and replacement of the High Towers. 56(a)1 ¶235. Thus, the Court should 

grant summary judgment on Plaintiffs' allegation that Defendants improperly 

segmented the removal and replacement of the high towers. 

2. Removal and Relocation of Communications Cables 

FTA and CTDOT did not segment the removal and relocation of communication 

cables. The Walk Bridge Replacement Project EA/EIE encompassed and considered the 

removal and relocation of communication cables. 56(a)1 ¶236. Thus, the Court should 

grant summary judgment on Plaintiffs' allegation that Defendants improperly 

segmented the replacement of overhead catenary, supports and signal equipment. 

3. Replacement of Fort Point Street Bridge 

FTA and CTDOT did not segment the Fort Point Street Bridge Project. The 

Walk Bridge Replacement Project EA/EIE encompassed and considered the impacts of 

the Fort Point Bridge Replacement. 56(a)1 ¶237-240. Thus, the Court should grant 
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summary judgment on Plaintiffs' allegation that Defendants improperly segmented the 

Fort Point Street Bridge project.  

4. Replacement of One Half-Mile Tracks and Ballast 

FTA and CTDOT did not segment the replacement on one-half mile tracks 

and ballast. The Walk Bridge Replacement Project EA/EIE encompassed and 

considered the impacts of replacement of the one-half mile tracks and ballast. 

56(a)1 ¶241. Thus, the Court should grant summary judgment on Plaintiffs' 

allegation that Defendants improperly segmented the replacement of overhead 

catenary, supports and signal equipment. 

5. Replacement of Overhead Catenary, Supports and Signal Equipment 

FTA and CTDOT did not segment the replacement overhead catenary, support 

and signal work. The Walk Bridge Replacement Project EA/EIE encompassed and 

considered the impacts of the catenary and signal work for the project. 56(a)1 ¶242. 

Thus, the Court should grant summary judgment on Plaintiffs' allegation that 

Defendants improperly segmented the replacement of overhead catenary, supports and 

signal equipment. 

6. The Early-Action NHL Projects Have Independent Utility 

CTDOT is constructing two rail infrastructure upgrade projects near the Walk 

Bridge. Both of those projects – the Control Point (CP)-243 Universal Interlocking Project 

(“CP-243 Project) and the Danbury Dock Yard Improvements Project (“Dockyard Project”) 

– have utility for the NHL/NEC independent of the Walk Bridge Replacement Project. 

The Dockyard Project includes installing a new storage track and track renewal 

within the dock yard, replacement of existing catenary structures with a new OCS that 

extends electrified territory, installation of a new balancing station, reconstruction of the 
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at-grade crossing at Science Road, and upgrades to the fiber optic and signal systems. 

56(a)1 ¶243. Independent long-term benefits of the Dockyard Project improvements 

include providing additional electrified tracks in the mid-point of the New Haven Line, 

which can be used for clearing electric trains from the main line to prevent Danbury 

Line service disruptions that currently take place when turning trains would block the 

line because the current track and catenary configuration is inadequate. 56(a)1 ¶248. 

The CP-243 Project involves the construction of new universal interlocking 

along the New Haven Line east of the Norwalk Station in Norwalk, Connecticut. 

56(a)1 ¶258. The new interlocking includes track realignment, crossovers, new track 

switches, construction of a new access road, installation of new signals from the South 

Norwalk Station to about 500 feet east of the Saugatuck River in Westport, and the 

construction of two metal signal houses in South and East Norwalk. 56(a)1 ¶259. The 

CP-243 Project also includes installing throughout the project area new fiber optic 

upgrades to support signaling equipment for the new interlocking. 56(a)1 ¶260. The 

CP-243 Project includes installing a permanent submarine cable at the Saugatuck River 

Bridge and a temporary cable at the Norwalk River Bridge. Finally, the CP-243 

Universal Interlocking Project includes OCS replacement on the main line. 56(a)1 

¶261. Long term benefits of the new universal interlocking at CP-243 include creating 

overall flexibility in train movements in the event of service disruptions and providing 

flexibility to route trains from any track west to any track east in both directions. 56(a)1 

¶262, 264. The new interlocking also will support the ability of express trains to 

pass local trains, with limited time intervals (time headway) between trains. 56(a)1 

¶263, 264. A close headway between trains means that there is greater capacity on 

the line to accommodate trains and increased ridership. 56(a)1 ¶263. 
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CTDOT planned to construct both the Dockyard Project and the CP-243 

Project regardless of whether the Walk Bridge Replacement is built.3  Both projects 

are identified on the STIP, the state's multi-year transportation planning document. 

56(a)1 ¶45, 47, 247, 266. Both projects are needed to perform the extensive State of 

Good Repair (SGR)1 and improvements projects that are planned for the NHL/NEC 

through 2020 because they facilitate track flexibility and streamline operations on 

the main line by providing for track changes and reducing unnecessary train 

movements. 56(a)1 ¶246. CTDOT is constructing the two projects to allow for train 

movement flexibility on the NHL main line during future periods of construction 

related to maintenance or upgrades along the corridor. 56(a)1 ¶246. These projects 

not only will provide long-term operational improvements to the NHL, but also will 

reduce train delays and expedite construction projects that take tracks out of service. 

By timing these improvement projects in advance of Walk Bridge, as "early action" 

projects, CTDOT will minimize rail service impacts during the Walk Bridge 

Project. 56(a)1 ¶246.  

Although the Dockyard Project and the CP-243 Project have independent 

utility, CTDOT recognized that both the Dockyard Project and the CP-243 Project 

                                                      
3 The Dockyard Project and the CP-243 Project each received a separate environmental review under 
NEPA. 56(a)1 ¶280. FTA determined both projects were eligible for and received a Categorical 
Exclusion determination as a CE(d) because the documentation for each project was sufficient to 
ensure that no significant environmental impact will result and that no unusual circumstance is 
present. 56(a)1 ¶280; 23 C.F.R. §§ 771.115, 771.118. CE’s are actions that do not individually 
or cumulatively have a significant environmental effect, and are excluded from the requirement to 
prepare an EA or EIS. 23 C.F.R. §§ 771.115, 771.118. The CE(d) determination for the Dockyard 
Project and the CE(d) determination for the CP-243 Project are entirely different final agency actions 
and conducted under a separate administrative record, and are not subject to review in this case. 
Hells Canyon Pres. Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., 593 F.3d 923, 930 (9th Cir. 2010) (“To bring a 
claim under 5 U.S.C. § 706(2), plaintiffs must identify a final agency action upon which the claim is 
based. 5 U.S.C. § 704.”). 
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improvements could promote train operation efficiencies during the Walk Bridge 

Replacement construction because they would alleviate train traffic issues resulting 

from the two-track outage that will occur during construction of the Walk Bridge. 

56(a)1 ¶249, 250, 270. CTDOT anticipated that the Walk Bridge Replacement 

Project construction would require two of the four tracks that run across the Walk 

Bridge to be out of service for periods of time, regardless of which Walk Bridge 

alternative is selected. 56(a)1 ¶271. The two-track outage would cause operating 

challenges for the railroads, including preventing instances where an express train 

could overtake a local train. The Dockyard Project and the CP-243 Project would 

help overcome some of those operational challenges. 56(a)1 ¶272. The fact that the 

Dock Yard Project and the CP-243 Project will facilitate the Walk Bridge Replacement 

Project does not mean the two projects do not have independent utility. Stewart, 352 

F.3d at 560 (holding that simply because "two projects are interrelated as part of an 

overall transportation plan does not mean that they do not individually contribute to 

alleviation of the traffic problems....") (internal citation omitted); see also Coal. on 

Sensible Transp., 826 F.2d at 69 ("But it is inherent in the very concept of a highway 

network that each segment will facilitate movement in many others; if such mutual 

benefits compelled aggregation, no project could be said to enjoy independent utility."). 

The Dockyard Project and the CP-243 Project will serve their purposes, regardless of 

whether the Walk Bridge replacement is built. 56(a)1 ¶246, 268. Alternatively, the 

Walk Bridge Replacement Project could go forward even if the Dockyard Project 

and the CP-243 Project did not exist, albeit with additional impacts on railroad 

service. 56(a)1 ¶249, 269. 

Additionally, the risk that the regulations seek to avoid by preventing 
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segmentation is not present here. The purpose of the requirement to consider 

"connected actions" in the same environmental study is "to prevent an agency from 

dividing a project into multiple 'actions,' each of which individually has an insignificant 

environmental impact, but which collectively have a substantial impact." Great Basin 

Mine Watch v. Hankins, 456 F.3d 955, 969 (9th Cir. 2006)(internal quotation omitted; 

citation omitted); see also Concord Village Owners v. Barram, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

10773 (E.D.N.Y. Jul 24 1997).  FTA and CTDOT considered the effect of the 

Dockyard Project and the CP-243 Project as part of their cumulative impacts analysis 

in the Walk Bridge Replacement Project environmental review process. 56(a)1 ¶__. 

CTDOT determined adverse cumulative impacts of the Dockyard Project and the CP-

243 Project were not likely because the projects will have a limited construction 

footprint restricted to the railroad right-of-way. 56(a)1 ¶__. 

FTA and CTDOT were also fully informed of the segmentation concerns of 

Plaintiffs and others. 56(a)1 ¶276. CTDOT and FTA considered and responded public 

comments, including Plaintiffs’, expressing concern that the Dockyard Project and the 

CP-243 Project were not included in the Walk Bridge Replacement environmental 

analysis. 56(a)1 ¶277, 278. In responding to those comments, CTDOT and FTA 

articulated the basis for their determination that the Dockyard Project and the CP-243 

project had independent utility. 56(a)1 ¶279.  

FTA and CTDOT reasonably determined the Dockyard Project and the CP-243 

Project had logical termini, independent utility, and do not preclude or exclude future 

alternatives for other projects, and therefore FTA's decision to conduct separate 

environmental assessments was not arbitrary and capricious. The FTA's decision to 

proceed with its decision-making on the Walk Bridge Replacement Project, after 
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considering the cumulative impacts of, and public concerns regarding the CP-243 

Project, was reasonable. See Nat'l Wildlife Fed'n v. Appalachian Reg'l Comm'n, 677 

F.2d 883, 891 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (court defers to agency's segmentation decisions unless 

it “acted arbitrarily”). CTDOT and FTA’s decision to segregate environmental review 

of the CP-243 project was, therefore, reasonable. 

In conclusion, the FTA reasonably determined the Dockyard and CP-243 

projects had logical termini, independent utility, and do not preclude or exclude future 

alternatives for other projects, and therefore FTA's decision to conduct separate 

environmental assessments was not arbitrary and capricious. 

CONCLUSION 

Based upon the above, the Court should find that the FTA did not act arbitrarily 

and capriciously in conducting the environmental review of the Walk Bridge 

Replacement Project, and therefore grant the Federal Defendants' Motion for Summary 

Judgment. 

Respectfully submitted,  

JOHN H. DURHAM 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
 

By: /s/ Anne F. Thidemann   
ANNE F. THIDEMANN 
ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY 
Federal Bar No. CT28028 
1000 Lafayette Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06604 
(203) 696-3045 (phone) 
(203) 579-5575 (fax) 
Anne.Thidemann@usdoj.gov 
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